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Welcome to the fourth issue of CREATE,  

the magazine from Spaceoasis®, full of ideas, 

inspiration and examples to help you create 

amazing spaces in which to learn and work. 

There’s no doubt in my mind that the environments in which 

we work and learn have a significant impact on our ability to 

perform effectively; you can’t concentrate in a hot stuffy room, 

if you’re uncomfortable or it’s too noisy to think. Some of 

those problems are easily solved. What is less straightforward 

is creating environments that actively support the mental and 

physical wellbeing of those who use them, so that’s one of the 

issues we are looking at in the magazine. 

We look at how schools can provide the right environment 

to support their students’ mental health on page 10 and 

page 14, share case studies of schools that are doing things 

a bit differently on page 16, page 44, page 46 and page 56, 

and suggest some ideas on how environments in alternative 

provision schools could better meet the needs of their 

students on page 60. 

If flexible working is something you’re trying to accommodate 

then head to page 30 to hear how O2 is handling things at its 

head office in Slough, and to page 44 to see how Hertfordshire 

County Council is trialling a bold new approach. For ideas and 

advice on how to create zones for different tasks, which is the 

key to flexible spaces, see page 22. And if you’re looking to 

create a unique space, then our unique CurvPress® System 

could be exactly what you need - turn to page 33. 

On page 19 we catch up with Dr Tim Holmes - a neuroscientist 

and award winning educator and public speaker on the 

application of neuroscience to behavioural influence. We’re 

delighted to be able to share some of his fascinating insights. 

If you’d like help to create an amazing space for work  

or learning, do get in touch.

Enjoy!

SIMON HICK  
MANAGING DIRECTOR, SPACEOASIS® 

Hello.

GET IN TOUCH…

 +44 (0) 1952 210 197

 hello@spaceoasis.com

 @Spaceoasis

 @Spaceoasis_furniture

Spaceoasis Ltd , D11, 
Hortonwood 7, Telford, TF1 7GP

www.spaceoasis.com
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SPACEOASIS, CURVPRESS, AGILE 
and LEARNINGSURFACE are registered 
trademarks of Spaceoasis Ltd.
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We help you create amazing spaces by designing, manufacturing  
and installing furniture that enables you to do things differently.

F U R N I T U R E : 

Working Walls

Circular Table

Lobe Soft Seating

Attune Tiered Seating
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Environmental  
Matters:

Spaces that are appropriate for the task 

Form follows function is a mantra that we return to time 

and again. It’s the concept of designing spaces according 

to what you want to be able to do in them (their function), 

rather than prioritising what’s in them and how they look 

(their form). If you want to collaborate and work as a 

team, you need space that you can shape to suit your task, 

somewhere that won’t disturb other people. If you need  

to focus, the last place you want to be is in the middle  

of an open-plan space with loads of other people milling 

around. We explore this in more detail on page 22. 

Task-based spaces and defined zones don’t just make  

you more productive, they allow you to meet your own 

needs in terms of how and where you want to work. Choice 

and autonomy are hugely important in terms of wellbeing; 

if you can choose the right environment to get the job done, 

and that suits the kind of day you’re having or the mood 

you’re in, you’ll be more productive and less stressed. »

Let there be light  
(and air, and good coffee) 

There are core environmental  
elements that need to be right in  
order to create the optimal space  
for working or learning. 

Light levels need to be appropriate 

for the task; most spaces are too 

dark – fine for the cinema, not great 

to sustain energy and concentration. 

Daylight is ideal, exposure to daylight 

means you’ll sleep better, but if 

you’re not near a window and / or 

you live in the UK, you’ll need some 

electrical assistance. 

Maintaining the right temperature 

is important too, somewhere 

between 18° and 21° is ideal, but 

if you manage to find the elusive 

Goldilocks temperature at which 

everyone is happy there must surely 

be a Nobel prize in prospect. 

Good ventilation is crucial.  

Too much CO2 and you’ll be  

falling asleep (some would also 

argue that access to good coffee  

is also a key factor for productivity 

and wellbeing, and we’re not sure 

they’re wrong)… 

So, you’ve nailed these core factors and everyone is in a well-lit, well-ventilated 
space that is neither too hot nor too cold and has good coffee. What’s next?  
What are the less easily-measured aspects of a space that you need to consider?

Gather Collaborate

Explore Reflect

FocusTalk

WANT TO BE  
ABLE TO DO

What do you

in the space?
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The spaces in which we work and learn  
have a significant impact on our wellbeing,  

so we need to get them right. 

hat’s the optimal environment for working?  

What about learning environments - what’s best for them? 

The obvious answer is, ‘That depends on what kind of work 

you’re trying to do or what you’re trying to learn.’ So, in that case 

why do most offices look pretty much exactly the same and why 

has the standard classroom barely changed since Victorian times? 

And, if we want to change, how do we create environments that 

people love to be in, that work well for every individual and actively 

help us to work and learn better? It’s an important question because 

the environments in which we spend large chunks of our lives have 

a significant impact on our wellbeing. Get them wrong and there are 

risks to both our physical and mental health. Here we look at some of 

the key aspects that need to be considered. 

W
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The ability to move 

So good, appropriate seating that’s the 

right size and height is essential. But 

comfort goes beyond the merely physical, 

you need a space that meets other 

needs as well. What if you need to talk 

in a space that’s almost silent, your voice 

booming across the room as you curl up in 

excruciating embarrassment. You’d be far 

more comfortable if there was a dedicated 

space for talking. 

Similarly, if you’re a person that likes 

(or needs) to fidget, being able to walk 

around or fidget in your seat will increase 

your feeling of comfort. And, if you’re an 

introvert or someone who needs their own 

space to function properly, having quiet 

spaces to retreat to can help you maintain 

your equilibrium. 

You can’t concentrate  
if you’re not comfortable.  
It’s a neuroscientific fact.

Comfort

+44 (0) 1952 210 197 SPACEOASIS.COM  07

Third spaces

BRINGING THE OUTDOORS IN:  
NATURAL BACKDROPS HELP  
BRING THE CALMING EFFECTS  
OF NATURE INDOORS.

Not a week goes by without more 

research being published proving 

that prolonged sitting and sedentary 

lifestyles are detrimental to our health. 

Days spent slouched at our desks are 

literally killing us and it’s also a factor 

in rising levels of obesity. 

Standing desks are growing in 

popularity (see page 44) and you 

can also use touchdowns in different 

locations to encourage people to 

move around during the day. Creating 

a variety of spaces in which to work 

and learn also creates opportunities 

for movement because you have 

to get up and move to them. This is 

particularly important for classrooms 

where being stuck in a four-legged 

chair for long periods is incredibly 

difficult for some children, particularly 

those with additional needs and 

those who are natural fidgets. 

Connecting with our fellow humans is important if we are to 

feel like we belong, but if it feels awkward to chat in a space 

designated for work, you need somewhere else to go. 

Café areas in offices and schools are popular because they 

provide this third space – it’s not a formal work space, it’s  

not home, it’s somewhere between the two. Just as people  

like to work in coffee shops, we enjoy spaces where we  

can relax a little, be ourselves and develop relationships  

and networks in a less formal setting. 

There is a lot to consider, but designing the optimal 

environments for work and learning comes down to a detailed 

understanding of what goes on in a space and enabling 

everyone to work and learn happily, in comfort with their 

physical and mental needs met. Good coffee can also help. 

Natural beauty

The calming effect of nature is 

universal, we all feel good in green 

surroundings. Taking a walk in 

a natural environment has been 

shown to reduce stress hormones 

and can help improve mental 

health. It’s so effective that doctors 

may soon be prescribing ‘the 

nature cure’. If it’s not possible to 

work or learn outdoors, bringing 

nature in can provide some similar 

benefits. As well as reducing CO2 

and improving air quality, just the 

presence of some lush greenery 

can improve cognitive function 

and create a calmer environment. 

Natural finishes, such as wood, 

and colour schemes can also 

contribute to the nature effect. 

Taking a walk in a natural 
environment is so effective 
at reducing stress hormones 
that doctors may soon be 
prescribing ‘the nature cure’.
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IN WORKING & LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS

WHAT’S HOT
01  
Biophilia

03  
Co-working spaces
As flexible working patterns become the norm, businesses are looking for more 

agile space solutions to cope with fluctuating numbers of people coming and 

going throughout the day. One option is adapt the millennial favourite and set 

up a co-working space in your office - a large open plan zone where people can 

drop in and work together, or solo, without needing a permanent desk of their 

own. Ping pong table optional.

07  
LGBTed
With 

gender 

and 

sexuality 

issues 

firmly on the 

news agenda, 

young people need visible role 

models who are comfortable 

in their skin more than ever. 

LGBTed is a network for LGBT+ 

teachers aiming to empower 

young people to be more 

authentic in the work place, to 

be ‘out’ at work, to influence 

education policy around 

LGBT+ issues and become the 

role models they needed when 

they were at school.

05  
MeeTwo
For teenagers who want support and advice but don’t want to run the gauntlet 

of social media, the MeeTwo app is a great solution (and not to be confused 

with the #MeToo movement). Young people can ask questions anonymously 

through the app and advice comes either from other young people using the 

app or from the MeeTwo team, which includes student psychologists and other 

experts. Every post is moderated so there’s no bullying. MeeTwo has also published 

The Teenage Mental Help Handbook, which combines the voices of young people 

and the opinions of experts to enable young people to help themselves.

04  
Café areas
Having a space where informal, social chats can take place can be, to quote 

Aiglon College (see page 56), ‘transformational in terms of relationships’. It’s a 

way of increasing the opportunity for serendipitous encounters where a casual 

chat can trigger a lightbulb moment or enhance a relationship 

while strengthening your networks and sense of belonging.

02  
Interconnected learning spaces
Swap ideas, learn from your colleagues and encourage 

collaborative learning that breaks down silos between 

classes, all while reducing the need for supply teachers. 

Teaching in large open plan spaces, shared by two or 

more classes, has so many benefits we’re seeing more 

and more schools take the plunge by knocking down 

some walls to make it happen!  

06  
The four day week
Some companies are cutting 

working hours in a bid to 

improve productivity and quality 

of life. One firm requires workers 

to show up from 8am to 1pm, 

others are cutting Fridays and 

the Scottish National Party is 

taking a vote on whether a four 

day week should be introduced 

in Scotland. The question is 

whether working nine to five, 

Monday to Friday is the most 

productive option, or can 

people get just as much work 

done in fewer hours if they are 

more focused and less stressed? 

Watch this space!

If you’ve got work to do, greening up your environment 

can help. Indoor plants are a great way to reduce CO
2
, 

which, if it reaches over 2,200ppm, can make you feel 

rather snoozy. As well as looking gorgeous, bringing 

greenery inside helps people feel more relaxed due to 

our innate human response to mother nature.  

See page 42 to see how Sidlesham Primary School is 

using plants as part of its mission to help create the 

optimum learning environment. 
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Unhappy or unwell students can’t learn effectively, so finding ways to improve their 

wellbeing is more than just ‘the right thing to do’, it’s essential for their attainment 

and future outcomes. Even Ofsted has begun to acknowledge the potentially 

negative effect on wellbeing of the relentless focus on exam grades as a measure 

of success, and is moving towards a broader set of measures against which schools 

will be judged. 

With teachers already stretched to the limit, it’s unrealistic to charge them with 

responsibility for the mental wellbeing of their students as well, so what can schools 

do while they wait for this additional funding to materialise? And do they need to 

create specific spaces for mental wellbeing? Desborough College in Maidenhead 

has created its own student support centre which has a broad remit of support, 

from help with UCAS applications to assistance with mental health issues. Other 

schools may not have the resources to create a standalone space for wellbeing,  

so what can they do in the meantime? 

We spoke to Mrs S, an experienced school counsellor, who has chosen to contribute 

to CREATE anonymously to protect her clients’ confidentiality, to find out how 

schools can support student wellbeing. In her view, while a dedicated support 

space is optimal, it’s leadership and culture that matter most of all. »

HOW SCHOOLS 
CAN HELP SUPPORT 
MENTAL WELLBEING

overnment proposals for additional 
funding to support children’s mental 
health include having a mental health 

professional in all schools, but it’s not yet clear 

exactly how or when this funding will arrive. 

In the meantime schools are on the frontline, 

dealing with rising levels of mental health 

disorders among their students.

G

An NHS survey states that 
12.8% of children aged five to 19 

had a mental health disorder in 2017. 
Emotional disorders, including anxiety and 

depression, have become more common, rising 
from 4.3% of five to 15-year-olds in 1999 to 5.8% in 2017.

In a class of 30 children that means 
nearly four of them may be struggling. 
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Why students may need help 

“Young people seek support, 

which may include counselling, 

to help deal with a whole range 

of problems. There’s usually a lot 

going on in their lives, they may 

be experiencing family issues 

or be in the middle of a court 

case, others don’t get to eat at 

weekends, some may have fallen 

out with their friends or may have 

problems related to social media, 

cyber bullying or anxiety. In many 

cases human interaction is what’s 

required, someone to ask: “Are you 

ok?” and to notice something’s 

wrong. But it would be impossible 

for teachers, with 30 children in 

a class, whose job is demanding 

enough as it is, to pay attention 

to the inner lives of all their pupils, 

so there needs to be somewhere 

students can go for help.” 

Creating space for support 
“Having a dedicated student 

support space separate from the 

hurly burly of the main school is 

optimal. It sends a clear signal 

to students that their wellbeing 

is important, they know exactly 

where to go for support, and having 

a nice space that people enjoy 

being in could help overcome any 

reluctance to seek help. For many 

schools this standalone space isn’t 

an option, but there are other ways 

to approach it. It can be helpful 

for students to have a safe space, 

that is monitored, where they can 

go for any reason, that gives them 

an accessible entry point to more 

formal support. If a student turns 

up at the support space it allows 

them to signal that they need 

help without necessarily having to 

immediately articulate what it is 

they are struggling with.” 

“They might visit the support 

space if they have fallen out with a 

friend, have a minor illness or want 

to seek help with a more serious 

issue, but having somewhere 

that’s accessible without having to 

jump through any hoops is really 

important. It takes courage to ask 

for help and it can be hard for 

young people to explain what’s 

wrong. Being able to just drop in 

for an informal chat could be the 

first, important step in seeking 

support. You might just be in 

that space because you’ve got a 

headache, so there’s no stigma 

associated with being there. Staff in 

the support space can then have a 

conversation that starts to identify 

what kind of help is needed.” 

Counselling space 
“If you offer counselling in your 

school you’ll already know that 

privacy is essential and non-

negotiable for counselling sessions: 

they must take place in a space 

that is visually and acoustically 

private, where they will not be 

disturbed at any time during the 

session. Comfort is important and 

the nicer the space the better, as 

it may help students relax, but 

it’s the quality of the relationship 

between client and counsellor 

that really matters. Often these 

spaces have to perform several 

functions, they are rarely solely for 

counselling, so just bearing in mind 

the need for comfort and privacy 

may be sufficient. Students may 

feel distressed after a counselling 

session, especially if they have 

been talking about difficult issues, 

so having somewhere they can 

sit for ten minutes to gather their 

thoughts is also helpful.”

“ Having a 
dedicated 
student 
support 
space 
separate 
from the 
hurly burly 
of the main 
school is 
optimal. 
It sends a 
clear signal 
to students 
that their 
wellbeing is 
important, 
they know 
exactly 
where 
to go for 
support.”
MRS S. 
SCHOOL COUNSELLOR 

Teachers need support too 

“With the immense pressure on results and resources coupled 

with large class sizes, teachers have a tough job to do, yet few 

schools provide access to counselling for teachers. If teachers 

are in the front line when it comes to their students’ wellbeing, 

they need to feel supported too, part of a culture that also values 

their wellbeing. It’s something to consider as part of the broader 

cultural implications of becoming a school that prioritises the 

wellbeing of its community as a whole.” 

When support at school isn’t enough
“For some students receiving support at 

school is the right solution, but schools 

can’t afford to become a clinic. When 

students need help from agencies outside 

the school, such as family intervention or 

treatment for mental health conditions, it’s 

vital that you know where to refer them 

on to. Any wellbeing offer within a school 

must include an assessment of 

needs and a clear pathway.” 

The evolution of safeguarding
“Over recent years schools have definitely 

raised their game where safeguarding 

is concerned, with well-defined roles, 

responsibilities and processes. No-one 

would turn a blind eye to bruises or hunger, 

we would respond using these well-

established systems. If mental health is to 

achieve parity with physical health then the 

systems that support safeguarding may 

evolve to encompass mental health and 

wellbeing too and schools have a crucial 

role to play.” 

“It’s a lot to ask of schools when they are 
already under such pressure for results on 
scarce resources. In time it is hoped that 
this much-needed additional funding will 
make it easier for schools to fulfil this role 
as the front-line resource for children’s 
mental health, but in the meantime 
developing a strong culture of support 
is a good place to start.” 

Leadership and culture are crucial 
“You might think that being able to provide robust support 

comes down to money. While money definitely helps, in the 

schools that do this really well, it comes down to leadership 

and establishing a culture where mental health and wellbeing 

are a clear priority. Having a well-considered support offer that 

students and parents know about, and know how to access, 

along with a well-defined agreement about boundaries – can 

students access counselling without their parents knowing? 

– is a good place to start. It’s important to build support 

throughout the SLT, and governors should also be included 

in these discussions. 

“Other aspects to consider include how to manage access to 

avoid the school counsellor being overwhelmed – what are the 

criteria for support and how is that managed? How will you 

address wellbeing in a broader sense? How can you ensure your 

students know they are valued? Are teachers confident that you 

have their back in terms of mental health – if they take the time 

to notice, will you follow up and ensure that student gets the help 

they need?”
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The bungalow was derelict so Spaceoasis® 

stripped everything out to start with a blank 

canvas and hired the school’s highly successful 

Young Enterprise Team to help clear the 

overgrown garden. Getting the site clear was 

the first step in a plan to create a garden where 

the students can grow plants and vegetables. 

Having access to, and views of, nature has 

proven mental health benefits so a garden is 

the ideal complement to the support centre. 

Spaceoasis® knocked together the kitchen, 

living room and hall to create a large open 

plan café-style space through which you 

enter the Support Centre. The kitchen is an 

attractive, comfortable space where students 

can relax, take a breath, have a cup of tea and 

seek support. What were bedrooms are now 

meeting rooms where private meetings can 

take place and an office for the support worker. 

The bathroom is now a DDA-compliant toilet. 

The crisp, clean aesthetic makes the Student 

Support Centre suitable for any audience from 

students, to parents, governors and external 

agencies; it’s a highly adaptable space. 

The domestic scale of the new Support Centre 

makes it much more approachable than a large 

institutional building and because of the ‘cool’ 

café area there’s no stigma attached to going 

into the building. You might be struggling or 

troubled, but you might just as easily be a high 

flyer looking for help on how to stretch yourself, 

or fine tune your UCAS application. Support 

comes in many forms. 

Not every school has a conveniently located 

bungalow just waiting to be repurposed but 

the idea of having an attractive, approachable 

space that is clearly defined as ‘here to support 

you’ makes it easier for young people to take 

that first step and ask for help. With mental 

health an established priority for schools, it’s 

more important than ever.  

OPPOSITE PAGE: MAIN:  
THE OPEN-PLAN CENTRAL SPACE FEELS UNLIKE ANY OTHER AREA 
OF THE SCHOOL.
OPPOSITE PAGE: TOP LEFT: 
SMART, FLEXIBLE MEETING ROOMS SUITABLE FOR ANY VISITOR.
OPPOSITE PAGE: LEFT:  
THE OLD CARETAKER’S BUNGALOW HAS BEEN TRANSFORMED INSIDE.
THIS PAGE:  
THE LARGE, OPEN-PLAN CAFÉ-STYLE ENTRANCE AREA.

he mental health of children and teenagers is, 
rightly, in the spotlight with research and statistics 
suggesting that a confluence of factors, including 

academic pressures and those of social media, is creating 

a mental health crisis among young people. Schools are 

naturally at the forefront of government plans to improve this 

generation’s mental health, with the proposal to have mental 

health leads in every school and additional resources in the 

pipeline. While no-one is quite sure how this will look in 

practice, the need for students to have access to support 

at school is unarguable. As well as the wider impact on 

health and wellbeing, negative emotional experiences have a 

serious impact on our ability to learn, so having somewhere 

to go when it all gets too much is crucial.

At Desborough College in Maidenhead, the student 

support centre was located in the middle of the school 

in a busy, congested area. Not the ideal space for a 

struggling student who needs some space and quiet time. 

An old caretaker’s bungalow at the edge of the site was 

identified as a possible location for a brand new student 

support centre. Its location at the perimeter of the school 

meant it would be away from the hubbub of the main 

buildings, could also be used for governor and community 

meetings and meant that multi-agency meetings could 

take place without their representatives having to traipse 

through the school.

PUTTING STUDENT WELLBEING 
FRONT AND CENTRE

THE STUDENT SUPPORT CENTRE AT 
DESBOROUGH COLLEGE

D E S B O R O U G H  C O L L E G E

C A S E  S T U D Y

T

» A FRESH START

“ The domestic scale of 
the new Support Centre 
makes it much more 
approachable than a large 
institutional building and 
because of the ‘cool’ café 
area there’s no stigma 
attached to going into 
the building.”



asy to say, less easy to do, especially 

if you are a girl with perfectionist 

tendencies who is wary of making 

mistakes. Girls are often more self-conscious than 

boys, less willing to try something in case they 

mess it up. It’s a trait seen in women and girls 

from all walks of life and it’s holding womankind 

back. Wimbledon High School GDST was the 

first internationally to hold a Failure Week back 

in 2012 when Head, Jane Lunnon, recognised the 

need to keep countering risk-averse tendencies 

in her students by tackling failure head-on. 

What better way than to introduce stand-up 

comedy nights for students, to complement the 

annual Fail Better Weeks which are purposefully 

designed to encourage the girls to embrace risk, 

learn from their mistakes and build resilience.
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The Innovation Room at 
Wimbledon High School

“Because it’s so different from a traditional 
classroom it frees students up to think and 
behave differently. It has been a great success. 
We’ve enjoyed  
having our SMT  
meetings there too!”
STELLA LAWTON  
WIMBLEDON HIGH SCHOOL’S  
DIRECTOR FOR OPERATIONS

Building  
Resilience 

& Learning  
to Fail

Tall fixed benches with suitably high chairs set by the 

window provide a comfortable perch for individuals to 

work independently or in twos, or to simply sit and think. 

On the opposite side of the room, benches and long 

tables with writable LearningSurface® are located 

by the wall-mounted screen where larger groups 

can congregate and collaborate. A LearningSurface® 

dry-wipe wall provides a large-scale canvas for ideas, 

brainstorming and working things out with enough 

space for everyone to participate. 

The centre of the room is an agile space with mobile  

Bite tables with writable LearningSurface® that can  

be arranged in large or small groups, and reverse 

cantilever chairs. 

A mobile teacher console replaces the traditional desk, 

introducing the idea that fixed ‘teacher territory’ isn’t 

necessarily a vital element of a learning space, while still 

providing somewhere to sit.

1

2

3

4

Working with the school,  
we designed a space that is divided 
into four zones, each suited to 
different learning styles.

This ethos of encouraging innovation 

and being unafraid of failure is embraced 

throughout the school. When it became 

clear that the fixed ICT suite was surplus 

to requirements, having been outpaced by 

more agile technology, an idea was formed. 

What if they could take this space and 

create an innovation room? A sandbox 

space with no specific purpose other  

than throwing yourself into your learning 

and discovering new ways of working?  

And that’s where Spaceoasis® came in. 

“ Just give it a go. Dive in!  
Take a risk and don’t be  
afraid to fail because  
that is how you learn.”

The innovation room is not owned by a 

teacher or subject area, it’s a bookable 

space that teachers use for specific lessons 

and where sixth-form students can come 

to work autonomously, using the space for 

self-directed learning. It’s a popular space, 

in constant use and, because it ties into the 

school-wide ethos of embracing failure, it’s 

somewhere students feel safe to have a go. 

I N  T H E  Z O N E ( S ) :

1

2
3

4

C A S E  S T U D Y

E
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ecent research from 
the University of 
Leicester shows that 

reducing the amount of time 
you spend sitting at work can 
improve performance and 
engagement, as well as helping 

address the health risks from 

spending too much time in 

your chair. Academics believe 

that these cognitive benefits 

may have as much to do with 

autonomy – having a choice in 

how and where you work – as 

anything else. 

If you’re looking to benefit 

from the sit/stand revolution 

you need a desk that does 

both, effortlessly, while 

looking gorgeous. 

AllAdjust from Spaceoasis® 

offers you fully adjustable 

desking with sleek design 

in a range of optional finishes. 

With cleverly integrated storage, 

writable LearningSurface® and 

visitor seating AllAdjust isn’t 

just a standing desk, it’s an 

outstanding one. 

01  AllAdjust is fully height adjustable so you can tweak 

it until it’s the perfect height for you; you’re not stuck 

with 50mm increments that aren’t quite right 

02 Integral personal storage means you can keep your 

desk tidy and store confidential items

03  You can specify dry wipe LearningSurface® on the 

personal storage console (perfect for writing notes 

and messages) 

04 Visitor seating (available in a huge range of colours 

and fabrics) means you can hold one-to-ones at 

your desk without stealing someone else’s chair 

05Built-in stowage means you can keep your visitor 

seating out of the way when you don’t need it

06Cable management brings an end to dusty 

extension cables cluttering up the floor

07 From a single unit to banks of team desking, 

AllAdjust grows with you. 

Not just a pretty desk…

ARE YOU STANDING 
COMFORTABLY?

While we can’t guarantee an improvement 
in your health, we do guarantee your 
desk’s mechanism for 5 years. 

DR TIM HOLMES
INTRODUCINGQ&A
Tim Holmes, BSc, DipPsych, PhD is a visual 
neuroscientist who researches the role that 
environment and design play in decision 
making and behaviour. He is recognised 
as a leading authority on eye-tracking and 
visual attention and has worked with brands, 
retailers, architects, content creators and sports 
teams to educate on and develop behavioural 
interventions. Tim also works with many 
academic institutions, and is an award-winning 
educator and public speaker on the application 
of neuroscience to behavioural influence.

 What made you choose to 
become a neuroscientist? 

I’ve always been interested in why 
people behave the way they do and, 
like most people, I assumed that I 
am fully aware of all the decisions I 
make. When I returned to university 
in 2006 to study Psychology, it 
soon became apparent that the 
majority of decisions we make 
on a day-to-day basis are mostly 
well-established patterns learned 
over many years, and are frequently 
the direct consequence of the 
environment at the precise time the 
decision is made. The predictability 
of those consequences, as well as 
the lack of awareness that most 
people have about them, fascinated 
me and led me to begin looking for 
behavioural markers of decision-
making, such as eye movements, 
that could be used to understand 
and optimise environmental stimuli 
to influence decision-making and 
nudge behavioural outcomes. To put 
it another way, I wanted to develop 
methods to help people make better 
decisions without them knowing 
WHY they made a decision to 
behave in a particular way.

Q1

 You have worked extensively in the field of 
eye-tracking software and virtual reality. What 

opportunities will this technology bring to businesses 
and consumers within the next ten years? 

Eye-tracking is just one of many ways that we can learn 
about the brain’s responses to its environment. It has 
the distinct advantage though of not restricting physical 
behaviour and, by telling us precisely what someone is 
looking at prior to making a decision or action, it identifies 
the specific environmental cues associated with that 
outcome. It is a particularly useful tool for researching 
attention, and by detecting when attention begins to drift 
it can help us understand the source of distraction.

Sometimes though we need to repeat scenarios with 
a range of stimuli in order to best understand how to 
optimise the environment, and this is where Virtual Reality 
comes in. It can be time-consuming and expensive to test 
multiple physical environments, but with VR this can be 
done at the touch of a button in a way that is completely 
convincing for the test subject. The combination of 
eye-tracking and VR will facilitate innovation in experiential 
design by expanding the range of environments in which 
products and behaviour can be tested. » 

Q2

R
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Stressed, distracted or fatigued minds 
do not have the capacity to absorb and 
consolidate new information, let alone 
extend that learning to create new and original 
ideas or solutions.

Flexibility of space 
is key here, since 
the research is 
quite clear, that 
productivity 
sky-rockets if you 
allow people to 
contribute to the 
design of the space.

 Protecting and promoting good mental health has become a 
priority for schools and employers. Are there any useful lessons 

from neuroscience that you can share with us on how to protect 
our mental wellbeing in places of learning and work? 

The success of mediation apps like Headspace is a sure sign of an increased 

awareness of the damage that stress and distraction can cause to mental 

health and wellbeing. I used to work for Tobii and their office in Sweden had 

a “silent forest” which was a nature-inspired room to escape the workplace, 

de-stress and, yes, even engage in a little meditation. This might at first seem 

like another trendy, new-age affectation based on a bit of pop-psychology, 

but the reasoning is very much tied to those “well established patterns” I keep 

mentioning. When the brain is overloaded due to stress, or over-stimulus, 

it relies entirely on established patterns of decision-making and behaviour. 

Clearly there are times when this is beneficial, for example when driving a car 

through an unfamiliar busy city you certainly don’t want to be thinking about 

which gear you’re in, how to signal or how to brake. The downside to this is that 

there is almost no room for creativity or original thought and when it comes 

to the workplace, and even more so a high-performing learning space, this is 

the exact opposite of what we want to enable. Stressed, distracted or fatigued 

minds do not have the capacity to absorb and consolidate new information,  

let alone extend that learning to create new and original ideas or solutions.

 As an expert in the 
neuroscience that drives 

behaviour and motivation, are there 
things educators and employers can 
do to shape their environments that 
might make people happier and 
more productive?

I’ve always been surprised by how 

brilliantly commercial environments 

like cafes, shops and malls 

incentivise people to enter and 

spend vast amounts of time and 

attention in them and yet how 

little of this expertise is applied to 

more nourishing environments, like 

classrooms, lecture theatres and other 

learning spaces. Retail environments 

have known for some time that if you 

want someone to do something, in 

this case spend, you’d better make it 

very easy for them to do it because if 

it’s hard the brain will seek out easier 

options. When it comes to designing 

or education or productivity the same 

rule applies – you don’t need a stick, 

you need a carefully crafted carrot!

This means it’s important to create 

environments that make it easy for 

students and teachers to allocate 

attention in both traditional front-

of-class teaching, and much smaller, 

interactive group work. Flexibility of 

space is key here, since the research 

is quite clear, that productivity 

sky-rockets if you allow people to 

contribute to the design of the space, 

for example by moving furniture, 

changing lighting or drawing on walls 

and other surfaces.

Neuroscience also suggests 

consideration of the materials used 

in constructing an environment. As 

humans, we didn’t evolve indoors, so 

much of our brain is still hardwired 

to respond to natural environments. 

Clearly this can be quite a challenge 

in terms of urban locations and 

budgetary constraints, but those 

“well established patterns” I 

mentioned earlier can be used to 

great effect here through simple 

priming with natural materials, organic 

colours and shapes to bring nature 

inside – attention increases and 

memory encoding improves.

Q3

 Co-working spaces, where people from all disciplines come 
together to work alongside each other, are quite trendy at 

the moment. What’s your view on them?

Co-working spaces are at the forefront of workspace design. Many of them 

are great examples of applied “retail” design looking more like the coffee 

houses we love to hang out in than the traditional offices we don’t. To pick 

up a point I made earlier, the flexibility of such spaces is the key to their 

success; collaborative work in groups of all sizes is supported and, better 

still, there are usually plenty of places for impromptu meetings, removing 

the time constraint on creativity as well as the spatial constraint. 

If I have one concern about them, it’s an old one from the days of open-plan 

offices, which is that in order to enable attention you also have to disable 

distraction. Because of the way the brain processes sensory stimuli, noise 

can be a huge and costly distractor, with recovery times for concentration 

in the order of 20-30 minutes. The consequence of this is that headphones 

become an essential productivity tool and, of course, a barrier to social 

interaction, one of the much-vaunted benefits of co-working.

Q4

 Another growing trend is 
to have café-style spaces 

in offices and schools. We think 
they are a great way of building 
relationships by creating a space for 
informal chats, what’s your view?
 
By now you probably already know 

my answer to this! Starbucks, and 

more recently Panera Bread in the US, 

are founded on the idea of third space: 

the place we attach to when we’re not 

at work and home. In fact, Panera has 

gone one step further to embrace the 

overlap that so often occurs between 

the other two spaces these days as 

more and more people have side 

gigs or book clubs that require all the 

trappings of a co-working space but 

on an adhoc basis. 

By playing on the design cues of 

places we choose to hang out in, 

café-style spaces in offices and 

schools unconsciously nudge the 

workers or students to choose to use 

them, and thereby remain on premises, 

because they provide an environment 

in which people can relax. Informal 

chats often work best when both 

parties are at ease and receptive to 

both sharing and receiving feedback, 

and a setting which triggers positive 

associations of time spent with friends 

is ideal for that.

Q5

Q6

Who was your favourite 
teacher and why? 

This is an easy one! My favourite 

teacher was my PhD supervisor. 

There is very little direct teaching 

in a PhD, with much of the work 

being self-driven research, but that 

doesn’t mean the encouragement 

and discipline were not there! Prof. 

Johannes Zanker encouraged me 

to try things, even when sometimes 

he must have known I was going to 

fail, but he also made sure I didn’t 

get stuck and lose momentum, or 

enthusiasm. Our Friday lab meetings, 

with several other post-docs and PhD 

students, were the kind of learning 

sessions everyone dreams of; his 

dusty old office piled high with books 

and odd bits of equipment, the aroma 

of his molasses-thick coffee and the 

surround-sound Brahms might seem 

like something out of Harry Potter, but 

every sense was primed for learning 

and the meetings would often run 

very long as we shared ideas, tried 

solutions and were ever so gently 

encouraged to move forwards. In 

many ways it was the epitome of an 

adaptable learning environment, you 

never knew quite what to expect in 

there and there were no limits to what 

we could move, connect or destroy.

Q7

 What is your favourite 
working environment 

and why? 

I’m afraid I’m one of those people 

who is highly susceptible to 

auditory distraction, so I definitely 

like a fairly quiet space when I 

need to think! I’ve just finished 

decorating my office at home, 

and you’d probably think it quite 

old school. Books dampen the 

acoustics; the wasabi green walls 

are calming and the seating is 

comfortable enough to read 

for hours. The 1920s mahogany 

writing desk reminds me that I’m 

in there to work, and outside my 

windows are the Cumbrian views 

I love that are both calming and 

invigorating at the same time! It 

unconsciously primes me to work 

and relax at the same time – it is 

my carefully crafted carrot, and 

because I created it, I am super 

invested in the work I do in there! 

Q8

How and where 
do you relax?

I recently moved to the Eden 

Valley in Cumbria, which is nestled 

between the Yorkshire Dales, the 

North Pennines and the Lake 

District. So, to relax I simply look 

out of the window or walk out 

the door. Walking, running and 

meditating are certainly all part of 

my daily routine, but in a former 

life I also trained as a chef, and so 

I devote plenty of time to food 

preparation, some of which I grow. 

My partner and I are starting to 

integrate into life “up north” and 

trying lots of new things, most 

of which seem to involve scary 

weapons right now, but which 

allow us to learn and play together 

and keep those neurons active! 

Q9
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Why defining your spaces  
makes them (and the people  
using them) work better.

Z NING

reating spaces that work 
brilliantly, that everyone loves 
to be in and are the envy of 

visitors (‘I wish we had one of those…’), 
comes down to one key question. 
It’s not about furniture, it’s not about 
technology and it’s not about colours 
or fabrics or anything you put in the 
space. It’s about function. What you 
need the space to do (its function) 
determines what it is (its form). ‘Form 
follows function’ is a design mantra 
that was first coined in the early 20th 
century and is still the key to designing 
successful spaces today.

C

 
 

 
People tend to sit in the same place every day, 
it becomes their territory. But this behaviour 
can restrict social interaction and encourage 

cliques to develop. Creating shared 
spaces, or zones, breaks down barriers, 
encourages greater collaboration and 

creates more opportunities to 
develop relationships.

At ‘your’  
desk?

Why zones work…
Creating zones with distinct 

identities primes behaviour 

appropriate to the space. We 

instinctively behave differently 

in a pub from how we would 

act in a library because we are 

primed through associative 

memory. If you create a 

designated quiet space where 

people can work undisturbed, 

that’s where people will head 

to do their focused work and 

they will speak in hushed tones. 

If you add a vibrant, café-style 

space where social interaction 

is encouraged, that’s where 

people will go to chat and 

they’ll be comfortable doing 

so. By providing the right 

environment for the activity 

or task in hand, zones boost 

productivity by making it 

easier to get the work done. » 

If you look at the main component activities  
of work and learning they include: 

Collaboration and teamwork  
in groups of varying size

 Focused work carried out  
independently and alone

Talking in pairs or small groups (formal /  
informal meetings, chats over coffee or lunch) 

 Research and information gathering,  
experimentation and exploring possibilities

Thinking, processing information,  
reflecting and reviewing

Gathering in teams or groups  
for presentations and discussions. 
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Each of these components 
demands something different 
from the environment: 
somewhere quiet to concentrate, 
somewhere you can gather 
a group, a place where you 
can escape and reflect, a 
comfortable space for social 
interactions and so on. A rigid, 
mono-functional space will 
struggle to comfortably and 
successfully accommodate all 
of these activities. One way to 
resolve this is to create zones 
designed for different purposes. 

Let’s take a closer look at 
the neuroscience behind zoning…
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Gather
ZONE

A tightly focussed space where everyone can be heard.  
Varied height seating means each person has a clear line of sight, so it’s easy 
to attract attention without having to shout. 

An agile space with furniture that users can rearrange to suit the requirements 
of the task in hand, where they can share ideas and work in teams. Mobile 
upholstered seating and writable LearningSurface® tables and screens make 
this a truly dynamic, energetic space in which to share ideas and collaborate. 

WHAT IT’S FOR:  
Briefing, instruction, training, presentation,  
discussion and debate 

When you need to gather your team or a group of 

people together this is the type of space you need, 

it works for all types of presentation where you want 

the focus on the person at the front while keeping 

your audience engaged. Tiered seating is fantastic for 

gathering in a group, it lends a sense of collegiality and 

camaraderie that really brings people together. If you’re 

presenting, you can see everyone and everyone can 

see and hear you, so your audience is less likely to get 

distracted and you can more easily engage with them. 

WHY IT WORKS:  
The neuroscience bit

The tiered seating in this zone means you can see 

everyone, they can see you and there’s no fidgeting in the 

back because everyone has a clear line of sight. Attention 

is a finite resource and we tend to ‘spotlight’ our focus on 

a single subject of interest at any moment in time. Our 

innate biases lead us down the path of least resistance so, 

if you want attention focused on a single speaker, it needs 

to be easy for everyone to do so. Tiered seating makes it 

easy for the presenter to spot questions, register confusion 

and monitor audience response and because it’s a tightly 

focussed space you won’t have to shout to be heard.

WHAT IT’S FOR:  
Team tasks, peer-to-peer learning, group work in  
various sizes and configurations 

If you need to work in pairs or groups on a presentation 

or research project, this agile space allows people to 

come together easily and in comfort. The Collaborate 

zone is also great for peer-to-peer learning or training; 

small groups can gather around a screen to collaborate 

or present to each other, pairs can grab a table or two 

and work together. 

The dry-wipe LearningSurface® tables and screens allow 

people to explore ideas quickly and collaboratively 

(as long as everyone has a pen!) and a quick digital 

photo captures their outputs. Larger groups can also 

be accommodated in this space - simply arrange the 

furniture to suit. 

In this zone users are encouraged to move the tables, 

screens and seating to create a work area that suits their 

task. Research proves that being able to influence your 

environment creates a sense of ownership that improves 

engagement and productivity, so allowing people to 

‘own’ the space has genuine benefits. 

WHY IT WORKS:  
The neuroscience bit

As well as giving people a valuable sense of ownership, 

the Collaborate zone’s writable surfaces allow people to 

develop shared ideas together. Research shows that visual 

communication and the ability to explain ideas through 

sketching and scribing facilitates learning because it 

strengthens the neuronal pathways to the brain, providing 

additional routes to enable recall from long-term memory, 

so if you’re working on complex ideas it helps to have 

writable surfaces to hand. 

The Collaborate zone is also an excellent tool for training 

and development and learning. Learning is an active 

and social process occurring as a result of observation 

and modelling. The brain can also learn vicariously while 

watching others. The design of the Collaborate zone 

allows for both physical and cognitive collaboration, 

allowing people to learn alongside and from each other. » 

DESIGN ELEMENTS: 

- Working Walls

- Circular Table

- Lobe Soft Seating

- Attune Tiered Seating

DESIGN ELEMENTS: 

-  Bite Tables with 

LearningSurface®

- Agile Screens

- Lobe Soft Seating

-  Reverse (stackable) 

Cantilever Chairs

Collaborate
ZONE
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Sometimes we need a quieter space, somewhere we can escape the noise 
and concentrate. Creating a Reflect zone provides an area people can go to 
think, or simply escape the hubbub and exhale. 

WHAT IT’S FOR: 

An ideal place for individual reflection 

on work and feedback, it’s also perfect 

for reading and working independently 

or in small groups. Because it is visually 

and acoustically separate from the main 

space it’s also useful for one-to-one 

conversations.  

 

WHY IT WORKS:  
The neuroscience bit

Our inability to suppress auditory input 

can be damaging to attention as it makes 

it difficult to suppress distractions – in 

other words we ‘can’t hear ourselves 

think’. A quieter space for thinking, 

reading or even meditating can improve 

concentration simply by making it easier.  

DESIGN ELEMENTS:  
A CurvPress® Okinawa 
Group Meeting Pod with 
upholstered seating and 
circular, freestanding central 
table with LearningSurface®.

The outside walls of the 

pod can be used as a 

LearningSurface® touchdown 

area, which, because you 

are facing the outer pod 

wall, creates another space 

with fewer distractions by 

suppressing visual input. 

WHAT IT’S FOR:  
Problem-solving at its most absorbing, 
which could include modelling, building 
prototypes, testing ideas and trying out 
new things. 

The Explore zone is an active zone rich in 

technology and / or analogue resources 

where people are encouraged to be 

inquisitive and experimental. Working 

individually or as a team you can deep-dive 

ideas, develop concepts, conduct research 

or explore the potential of new ideas. In a 

learning setting this adaptable space could 

become an Idea Lab, Makerspace, STEM / 

STEAM studio, Tech Lab, Robotics Studio, 

Workshop… whatever your people need  

to discover and learn.  

 

WHY IT WORKS:  
The neuroscience bit

The workshop aesthetic primes people 

through associative memory and 

encourages exploratory and creative 

behaviour. The natural imperfections of the 

work surface will prime users to focus less 

on perfection and more on innovation. 

DESIGN ELEMENTS:  
What do you want people to be able to do in your Explore zone? 

Depending on your focus it can simply be workbenches with access 

to tools and 3d printers, or even just writable surfaces with power and 

data to which you bring your own resources. Super-organised storage 

with drawers, shelves, pegboards and trays plus integrated power and 

data mean there’s no time wasted finding equipment or working out 

where to plug it in. A soft seating area can be incorporated for briefings, 

presentations or reflection sessions. Writable whiteboard surfaces on 

workbenches and screens provide useful space for figuring out ideas –  

a quick digital photo can capture any outputs you want to keep. » 

By creating a zone where exploration is encouraged, in an environment 
designed to support experimentation, you can embrace the spirit of discovery. 
Making, breaking, trying things out –  
it depends on your area of focus. 

Explore
ZONE

Reflect
ZONE



WHAT IT’S FOR:  
Privacy and conversation 

Creating a private space which is visually, acoustically 

and aesthetically separate from other areas means you 

can hold important conversations uninterrupted and 

in comfort. It’s a space where conversations that are 

sensitive or confidential can be held, whether by phone 

or face to face. It can also form part of pastoral care 

provision, as a space dedicated to wellbeing. 

WHY IT WORKS:  
The neuroscience bit

Our inability to suppress auditory input can be 

damaging to attention as it makes it difficult to suppress 

distractions – in other words, we can’t hear ourselves 

think. By providing an acoustically separate space for 

conversations – private or otherwise – you remove the 

potential for distracting your co-workers. 
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A Talk zone is designed to facilitate private conversations  
in a comfortable environment away from the madding crowd. Talk

ZONE

This is the zone you go to when you need visual and acoustic separation from 
everything and everyone so you can focus, zone in and plough on without 
distraction. Typically used when a deadline is imminent. 

WHAT IT’S FOR:  
Uninterrupted, focused, intense work

Focus zones use our trademark CurvPress® screens 

to create the illusion of privacy, creating a space that 

feels ‘away from it all’ even when it’s anything but. 

Use S-shaped screens to create clusters of Focus 

zones or C-shaped screens for individual pods, or 

combine the two to make the most of your space. Add 

LearningSurface® writable worksurfaces and / or walls, 

integrated power and data, comfortable upholstered 

seating and a light and you’ve got the perfect space for 

focused work. And because Focus zones are created 

using our CurvPress® modular pods, which have a 

lifetime structural guarantee, you can move them  

around or reconfigure them as and when you need to.

WHY IT WORKS:  
The neuroscience bit

Attention is a finite resource and we tend to take the 

path of least resistance and spotlight our attention on 

a single subject of interest at any moment in time, so if 

you want to concentrate you need to minimise visual and 

aural distractions. The screens of the Focus zone create 

a visual and acoustic barrier between you and whatever 

else is going on so you can get into your ‘flow’. Comfort is 

also crucial. Discomfort (or fatigue) wrecks attention, so 

making sure the seating is comfortable and an appropriate 

height for your age group is critical. 

Focus
ZONE

DESIGN ELEMENTS: 

-  CurvPress® Pods 

- Integrated Worksurface

- Power and / or Data

- Lighting 

DESIGN ELEMENTS:  
The neuroscience bit

CurvPress® pods with upholstered 

seating and acoustic properties mean 

you can create an instant Talk Zone 

without losing a room. If you have the 

space for a more comprehensive solution 

then using soft seating and creating a 

café-style area with acoustic booths 

creates a space with a completely 

different feel from everywhere else.
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Wellbeing is an increasingly 
important consideration. Along 

with lighting, ventilation and  
air quality people want to be able 

to move around during the day.

This is something that Chris Early, Estates and Development 

Manager at O2, has reviewed at O2’s head office in Slough 

- working with CurvPress® pods from Spaceoasis®. 

“We have to manage peaks and troughs of occupancy 

over the course of the day,” explains Chris. “Flexible 

working and field-based roles mean some people don’t 

need permanent desks, but they do need somewhere 

nice to sit and use their laptops when they come in. We 

had some breakout spaces that weren’t really being used 

so, working with Turner Legg Consulting, we replaced the 

furniture with acoustic Dorado, Groupo and Sage pods 

from Spaceoasis®. Because they are large, 12 people can 

use the touchdown on the outside of the Sage pod and 

24 can fit around the double one, so it’s an efficient way of 

providing lots of seats for occasional use. The touchdowns 

are really solid and spacious so they also can be used as 

standing desks if required.” 

O2 use the acoustic pods for informal conversations 

and small meetings, which helps relieve pressure on 

meeting rooms by providing a third space. 

“The build quality is very good; some furniture is a 

triumph of form over function, these are the opposite, 

they are good value for money and we’re planning to 

use more of them in other locations.” 

Chris Legg of Turner Legg Consulting, who delivered the 

project, advises that to be successful at delivering flexible 

working, it’s as much about hearts and minds 

as environments. 

O2’s 
FLEXIBLE 
WORKING 
CULTURE

“There are three critical strands that need to come 

together for successful flexible working, starting with HR 

policies that support and enable flexibility. If your manager 

is a command and control type who needs to see you at 

your desk to believe you’re working then it’s unlikely you’ll 

be able to enjoy any real flexibility. You need a culture that 

tasks people on performance, not presence – managers 

who don’t care where or when the work is done, just that 

it is. Even in a task-based culture, there will still be roles 

where someone is required to be at their desk all day so 

it’s important to consider what function the space needs 

to perform to enable people to do their specific job. While 

moving away from one-desk-per-person is ok for some 

roles, it simply won’t work for others. » 

C A S E  S T U D Y

LEXIBLE WORKING IS 
ENGRAINED IN O2’S 
CULTURE. THIS MEANS THAT 

PEOPLE ARE GIVEN THE OPTION TO 
COMBINE WORKING FROM HOME 
WHEN THEY NEED TO AND COMING 
INTO THE OFFICE. BUT HOW DO 
YOU MANAGE SPACE EFFICIENTLY 
WHEN EVERYONE MIGHT BE IN 
ONE DAY AT THE SAME TIME, BUT 
NOT OFTEN ENOUGH TO JUSTIFY 
PERMANENT, SPACE-SUCKING 
DESKS FOR EVERYONE?

F
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01
PERFECT  
CURVE

I T  A L L  S T A R T E D  W I T H  T H E

Solving the ‘third 
space’ problem.
Third spaces. People knew they needed them, but 

didn’t know how they should look or function. Our 

iconic, modular pods were designed to solve the 

‘third space headache’ and, in partnership with 

Marks Barfield Architects, creators of the London 

Eye, we developed our unique CurvPress® process. 

CurvPress® enables us to create perfectly  

curved panels of various sizes and finishes,  

which allow customers to create unique 

third spaces in a vast array of sizes, shapes, 

combinations and finishes. CurvPress®  

won the coveted FIRA Innovation Award. »

“Secondly, you need the 

technology to work. If you’re 

tethered to a desktop PC, you 

can’t skip off to a touchdown 

and keep working. Similarly, 

if you use a landline, you 

need follow-me telephony 

to enable you to work from 

other locations. Even if you are 

blessed with the ability to work 

flexibly, you still need access to 

power and good broadband to 

make it work.

“The third strand is design. 

There’s no point having a 

flexible environment if it’s 

got poor connectivity and 

isn’t comfortable. It has to be 

sustainable design that delivers 

superior functionality, otherwise 

you end up with a great-

looking space that no-one uses. “There is an 
expectation 
now that work 
environments should 
be designed to 
enable productivity, 
greater collaboration 
and knowledge-
sharing with formal 
and informal 
meeting spaces.
CHRIS EARLY  
ESTATES AND DEVELOPMENT MANAGER AT O2

“Wellbeing is an increasingly important 

consideration too. Along with fundamentals 

like lighting, ventilation and air quality people 

want to be able to move around during the day; 

standing desks are here to stay and it’s important 

to offer people choice in how and where to 

work, even if that choice is simply between 

sitting and standing. There is an expectation now 

that work environments should be designed to 

enable productivity, greater collaboration and 

knowledge-sharing with formal and informal 

meeting spaces. There is also the expectation of 

decent coffee and nice water, all these things are 

important and need careful consideration!” 

32  O2’S FLEXIBLE WORKING CULTURE HELLO@SPACEOASIS.COM
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02People LOVE the pod. 
Let’s make furniture to 
complement it.
Next, we designed furniture that integrates seamlessly with the CurvPress® pod, 

including touchdowns, worksurfaces and upholstered seating, as well as loose 

furniture that works perfectly with your pod but can also be used elsewhere. 

With so many components to play with and endless permutations, CurvPress® 

started to have more and more applications. 

You can combine CurvPress® panels, seats and touchdowns in pretty much 

anyway you like. Thanks to some rather clever design and engineering, 

even panels with different radii will fit together. 

03Quite a lot actually… We quickly realised 

that the only limit was our (and our 

customers’) imagination, that there are 

endless combinations and a huge variety 

of applications for CurvPress®. We can 

use CurvPress® components to create 

everything from meeting pods, breakout 

spaces and resource hubs to open-plan 

learning spaces and individual study or 

work booths. You can add even add tiered 

seating to the outside of a pod to create a 

Gather zone. 

The reason the CurvPress® system is 

so endlessly adaptable is that, using 

advanced engineering, CurvPress® panels 

are uniquely stable and consistent in shape, 

and their laminate finish lasts a lifetime. 

What this means is that, even after years 

of use in high-traffic areas, when you come 

to reconfigure your panels they will still fit 

together perfectly and look pristine. So 

your CurvPress® products can evolve with 

you – just add some more components as 

and when you need to. »

Let’s think laterally: 
what else can CurvPress® do? 

WE’VE DEVELOPED OUR UNIQUE 
LEARNINGSURFACE® RANGE TO BRING YOU 
HIGH QUALITY, DURABLE DRY-WIPE SURFACES 
IN ALL SHAPES AND SIZES; FROM TABLE TOPS 
AND DESKS TO MOBILE SCREENS AND EVEN 
MOVEABLE WALLS.
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04
T H E  S P A C E O A S I S ®  P R O C E S S

D E S I G N M A N U F A C T U R E I N S T A L L

We always start with the Form 

Follows Function question of ‘what 

do you want people to be able to 

do in the space?’ And then we work 

closely with our clients to design 

purposeful environments with 

functionality at their core that work 

brilliantly, look fantastic and enable 

people to do things differently. 

We make all of our furniture to order 

in our Telford factory with high-quality 

components sourced from trusted 

suppliers here in the UK, wherever 

possible, and in Europe. Because our 

production facility is next door to head 

office, we are on hand to maintain high 

standards of quality control and solve 

any issues quickly and efficiently. 

We use our own highly skilled 

employees to install your furniture, 

working with other contractors 

as needed to ensure a smooth 

installation. We take great care to 

ensure you are utterly delighted, 

leaving you with no packaging or 

rubbish, just a pristine installation for 

you to start enjoying immediately. 

Quality. 
Because we’re in control. 
Many of our clients have CurvPress® 

panels that are still in excellent 

condition after a decade of 

continuous use. Spaceoasis® has 

complete control over all CurvPress® 

components, so we know they will 

always fit together and that quality is 

consistently high. This level of control 

is what enables us to offer a lifetime 

guarantee on CurvPress® panels. 

Along with a huge choice of 

components, we offer a vast array 

of fabrics and finishes, so whatever 

you create with CurvPress® will look 

utterly unique. 
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The joy 
of living: 

aggie’s Cancer Centres help people live more positively with cancer, 

offering a programme of support that empowers their users to 

strengthen their emotional and physical wellbeing. The charity’s 

inspirational founder, Maggie Keswick Jencks, was determined that people with 

cancer should ‘not lose the joy of living in the fear of dying’, and this remains 

the charity’s guiding principle. As well as being a hub for services that support 

wellbeing, the centre environments themselves are tools for support, providing 

a haven of calm, somewhere ‘other’ to be when nowhere else feels right. »

M

how the RIBA Stirling Prize-winning 
Maggie’s Cancer Centre West London 

supports people living with cancer 
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The power of 
environments 
Spaceoasis® works with neuroscientist 

Dr Tim Holmes to understand how our 

environment affects the way we behave, 

what we pay attention to and our 

motivation. We use this knowledge to 

help create the optimum environments 

for learning and work. From this 

research, design principles such as 

having clearly defined zones for different 

tasks and activities, incorporating natural 

finishes and plants, and empowering 

users by offering choice have become 

embedded in our way of working. 

Maggie’s is also a firm believer in the 

power of environments to shape the user 

experience, with each centre bespoke-

designed by leading architects. We were 

delighted to be invited to Maggie’s West 

London to find out more about this 

extraordinary charity, to see how good 

design helps to support their users and 

how a building in the corner of a 

car park manages to be a sanctuary 

of strength. 

At first glance it’s not the most prepossessing 

site. Maggie’s West London is hemmed in 

by two busy roads at the grittier end of 

Hammersmith where greasy spoons are 

more prevalent than artisan coffee shops. But 

as you turn off Fulham Palace Road and walk 

into the car park of Charing Cross Hospital 

you find yourself meandering down a plant-

bordered path, weaving your way towards 

the bright orange building in the corner of 

the car park, leaving the urban chaos behind 

you. At the end of the path, you follow the 

high orange wall which wraps itself around 

Maggie’s West London, separating it from the 

world outside, turn away from the road and 

enter a beautiful oasis of strength and calm. 

Designed by Rogers, Stirk, Harbour and 

Partners (Richard Rogers was close friends 

with Maggie and her husband, Charles) this 

extraordinary building won the RIBA Stirling 

prize in 2009, one year after it opened. 

This ‘non-institutional’ space is arranged 

over one and a half floors and is designed to 

be both flexible and adaptable. Retractable 

walls and screens enable spaces to morph 

from large to small, open to closed or public 

to private, and carefully curated artwork 

makes this essentially public space feel like a 

treasured domestic one. Even the spacious 

toilets are lovely, with fresh towels, nice 

hand wash and a chair to sit in if you feel 

like extending your private moment. Natural 

finishes such as plywood give the centre a 

chic Scandinavian warmth, and high-quality 

textiles add to the homely feel, as do open 

fires for the winter months. Even a decade 

after it opened it still looks smart and clean. 

Some of the armchairs are draped with 

cashmere throws to use if you’re feeling chilly, 

and even in this central London location 

where people are free to come and go, not 

one of them has ever been stolen. It’s a very 

special place.

Maggie’s West London 
is replete with natural 
finishes and views of 
nature and there’s 
a very good reason 
for this. We are all 
hardwired to respond 
to nature, which has 
a universally calming 
effect on all humans, 
so much so that 
doctors may one day 
prescribe walks in 
natural surroundings to 
improve mental health 
and reduce feelings 
of stress. By enabling 
views of plants from 
almost anywhere in the 
building and by using 
beautiful plywood 
finishes, this space 
actively helps its users 
feel calmer. »

Natural beauty 
The building wraps around a series of lushly planted internal courtyards and 

gardens, so everywhere you look you see beautiful greenery. These ever-present 

views of nature create a soothing sense of calm. Even from the roof terraces, 

all you can see are the tops of the plane trees on the road outside, making you 

feel like you’re safe inside a private sanctuary. The roof ‘floats’ above the centre, 

protecting its inhabitants while allowing light to flood the internal spaces, creating 

a bright, uncluttered space where you can take a moment to breathe. 

These ever-
present views of 
nature create a 
soothing sense 
of calm.

Love at first site?
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Space to empower 
People can walk in to Maggie’s any time between 9am and 5pm, 

Monday to Friday without having to make an appointment. When 

they arrive they will find no reception desk, no-one saying ‘just fill in 

this form and take a seat’ and no-one telling them what to do. This 

non-hierarchical, non-directive approach is deliberate because it 

empowers each individual to be proactive in helping themselves. 

You also won’t see any signs or labels in the centre. If someone 

wants to know where something is or how it works they have to 

ask. For someone who is feeling vulnerable this initial conversation 

when they first arrive can be a hard step to take, but it’s important 

that it’s instigated by them. Katie Tait, Communications Director 

for Maggie’s, explains why: “People who have cancer lose control 

over their lives and they spend a lot of time being told what to do 

and where to be. Maggie’s is different because we allow them to 

choose what to do and when, they have ownership around how 

they use the space and how they access our services. This helps 

them to regain a degree of control which can be very empowering, 

particularly post-treatment when you’re adjusting to what feels like 

a different life. 

“Taking the first step and asking for help is challenging, but our 

wonderful staff are always around and they are really good at spotting 

when someone’s struggling. When you’ve plucked up the courage 

for that first conversation you’re immediately talking to someone very 

experienced who is an expert in their field. We try to remove barriers 

to access, and part of that is enabling people to talk to professionals 

from the very beginning. Reception desks and appointment systems 

create barriers, which is why we don’t have them, and it’s why our 

staff are easy to access, floating around the centre, not hidden away 

in a little room. Everything in this building is very open.” 

This focus on empowerment and lack of hierarchy extends into the 

space itself. At the heart of the centre is a big open-plan kitchen 

where people can make themselves a drink, with a large central 

communal table for sitting and chatting with staff or other visitors. 

For those not feeling sociable there are plenty of other spaces 

where they can find a quiet nook and enjoy a cup of tea in peace. 

Various comfortable armchairs and sofas are dotted around the 

place and you might see someone taking a nap or just a moment 

for themselves. It’s a space that doesn’t dictate how it should be 

Reception desks and appointment 
systems create barriers, which is why we 
don’t have them, and it’s why our staff 
are easy to access, floating around the 
centre, not hidden away in a little room. 
Everything in this building is very open.”
KATIE TAIT - COMMUNICATIONS DIRECTOR

Learned behaviour 
The use of zones in Maggie’s is really clever 

and one of the key reasons the space is so 

successful. Zones work because prior learning 

drives the majority of human behaviour and this 

understanding can be used to help shape our 

environments. At Maggie’s you know without 

being told what the spaces are for because 

they already feel familiar and you know how to 

‘behave’ in them based on prior experience. For 

example, the big kitchen table at Maggie’s is 

clearly a social space, you would instinctively view 

that as a place to eat, drink and chat. Beyond the 

kitchen table are quieter areas that look and feel 

like private domestic spaces. You enter a room 

with large sofas, books on the shelves, art on the 

wall and rugs on the floor and you immediately 

know that is somewhere you can sit and relax, just 

as you would in your living room at home. There’s 

nothing institutional about Maggie’s, nothing to 

bring back stressful memories of diagnosis or 

treatment, it provides a non-medical context in 

which to reflect and adjust because it feels like a 

familiar domestic space. This brilliantly-designed 

environment, and the amazing people working in 

it, helps its users bridge the gap between medical 

intervention and life with cancer beyond the 

hospital walls. 

Wrap-around care
In the same way that the building wraps around its occupants, 

Maggie’s services encompass multiple aspects of how to live the 

best possible life with cancer, from practical and financial to 

emotional issues. In the beautiful spaces that flank the central 

kitchen area, there could be yoga classes, art or creative therapy, 

counselling (which does take place behind closed doors to ensure 

privacy), hair and beauty sessions, benefits advice or nutrition tips 

for how to eat well when you aren’t hungry. These flexible spaces 

adapt to what’s required of them and the shelves are populated 

with books and sculptures, the walls adorned with quality artwork 

to continue the calmly ordered, domestic feel. 

Maggie’s centres aren’t just for people with cancer, they are for 

everyone affected by cancer including carers, partners, children and 

families. Boxes of toys are available for younger children and there are 

computers for the older ones, all are made welcome. Other centre 

used, just quietly and efficiently accommodates 

each individual user’s needs. Zoning is one of the 

key neuroscientific design principles because we 

prime our behaviour according to prior learning. So 

when someone sees a big kitchen table with chairs 

around it, they will automatically see that as a social 

space, somewhere to chat. 

The team of professionals at Maggie’s include 

psychologists, nutritionists, counsellors, benefits 

advisors, yoga teachers and artists. Their job is to 

walk alongside users of the centre, to enable and 

empower them to live more positively, to be an 

informed participant in their treatment and recovery 

or to access information about nutrition and self-care. 

And it all starts with that initial, brave conversation. 

users are post-treatment and often unsure how to 

move forward, so Maggie’s staff work alongside 

them to help them navigate this new phase of 

life. Whoever you are and whatever your reason 

for coming to Maggie’s West London, this is a 

building that works alongside a superb team of 

professionals to respond to your needs in a unique 

and special way. 

Offering diversity and choice within an environment 
is one of our key design principles, precisely 
because it empowers the people using the 
space. Likewise Maggie’s empowers its users by 
encouraging proactivity. In work and learning 
environments it’s about offering choice in how and 
where you carry out your various tasks, encouraging 
a sense of ownership and autonomy, which is 
proven to increase productivity. The application may 
be different but the principle is the same. 
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Learnometer:

rofessor Stephen Heppell has a neat trick to demonstrate the soporific effects of CO2: he can 

walk into a classroom full of children and point out the ones that will start yawning first, not 

because they’re bored but because they are sitting in a CO2 swamp. He’s usually right.

 

To help optimise physical learning environments and give students the best chance 

of success, Professor Heppell and his team, in partnership with JISC, designed 

Learnometer. Learnometer is a smart device that monitors key classroom 

data including light, CO2 and air pollution levels, temperature, humidity 

and sound volume to enable teachers to pinpoint problem areas and 

sort them out. 

Sidlesham Primary School, a Forest School in Chichester 

has a Learnometer and they are also trialling a Living 

Wall from Learniture to see if it might help 

reduce CO2 in the classroom. 

In a classroom that’s a CO2 swamp (and many are), it’s very hard 
to concentrate. Less than ideal learning conditions – too hot, too 
stuffy, too dark – are proven to hinder learning and excess CO2 is 
one of the biggest culprits. 

reduce CO2 to stop 
yawning and boost learning

To find out more about 
Learnometer go to 

learnometer.net

These five metrics are backed up by good 
research, so the Learnometer team can confidently 

set benchmarks. Setting targets for other factors like 
pollution, air pressure and humidity is work in progress. 

LIGHT: Over 450 

lux in classrooms, 

for reading and 

close work. 250 

lux is sufficient 

for engaged 

conversation. 

TEMPERATURE: 
18-21° and no 

higher. Any 

warmer than this 

and there is a 

linear deterioration 

in performance. 

CO2: Under 

2,200ppm – 

concentration 

suffers if it’s any 

higher than this. 

SOUND LEVELS: 
Less than 70db, 

things get 

distracting at 72db.

BACKGROUND 
RHYTHMS: 
If you have fans 

or heaters that 

emit rapid sounds 

aim for less than 

80bpm.  

From NASA to Kew to a classroom near you…
The Living Wall holds 30 plants in total; five plants from each of the six species 

carefully selected as the best at removing CO2 and toxins from the air 

while being safe for children to handle. Choosing which species of 

plants would be safe in a classroom environment, while also being 

effective air cleaners, took Learniture® Director, James Clarke, 

on a journey that started at NASA’s Clean Air Survey, then led 

to Kew Gardens where a helpful botanist put him in touch 

with a plant toxicologist at Reading University, so there 

is a high degree of confidence that these plants 

are up to the job and safe. Some of the plants 

do have slightly spiky leaves, so care 

should still be taken especially 

when potting them. 

The Clean Air Plant List 

1. Aloe Vera

2. Devil’s Ivy (Epipremnum aureum)

3. Boston Fern (Nephrolepis exaltata)

4. Dwarf Areca Palm (Dypsis lutescens)

5. Spider Plant (Chlorophytum comosum) 

6. Chinese Evergreen (Aglaonema commutatum) 

The Learnometer Ideal Classroom Environment: 
how does your classroom measure up? 

P

TOP LEFT: 
PROFESSOR STEPHEN HEPPELL.
RIGHT:
STAFF AND CHILDREN AT 
SIDLESHAM PRIMARY 
SCHOOL POTTING PLANTS 
FOR THEIR PLANTWALL. 
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FLEXIBLE CULTURE. 
HOW ONE COUNTY 
COUNCIL IS 
EMBRACING 
FLEXIBLE SPACES.
HERTFORDSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL

usy meeting schedules, flexible working patterns and 
roles that frequently take people out of the office can 
lead to desks that are often unoccupied, taking up 

valuable space that could be put to better use. 

You might think the ‘too many desks’ conundrum is easily solved 

by installing some breakout spaces, hot desks and lockers for 

personal items, but you’d be underestimating just how attached 

we are to the culture of the desk. Desks and desk territory are 

often tied up with status and a sense of belonging, so changing the 

one-desk-per-person model isn’t as easy as you might think. We 

decorate our desks with personal touches, store untold goodies 

in the drawers and feel outraged if someone steals ‘my chair’ or 

sits at ‘my desk’ without asking. Simply telling staff that they will 

no longer have their own desk isn’t going to cut it, you need to 

change the culture and bring your people along for the ride. You 

also need to create attractive spaces that work so well people are 

actually happier working and meeting there than they would be 

staying at their desk. Add to that the ability to move around during 

the day and the subsequent reduction in time spent sitting and it 

could be a winning formula.

One organisation rising to this challenge is Hertfordshire County 

Council (HCC). Accommodating the demands of flexible working 

meant its space needed to become more flexible to maintain 

efficiency, while meeting the needs of staff. In order to kick off the 

conversation around how to accommodate the changing demands 

of its workforce, HCC decided to install a trial space so staff could 

work in an environment designed for flexible working and see how 

it felt to take a different approach.

The Smart Bar, at County Hall in Hertford, comprises a variety 

of furniture in a bold, modern colour scheme that creates an 

environment where people can choose how and where they 

work. Edge diner booths provide the perfect space for one-to-one 

meetings as well as a space to eat lunch. Okinawa pods are used 

for meetings and Prelude touchdowns provide a space to sit or 

stand while working at your laptop. 

James Conway, Head of 
Purchasing at Hertfordshire 
County Council, explains:

“We were looking to get 
the most out of our shared 
spaces and offer staff 
flexible meeting areas with 
good use of available space. 
Spaceoasis® was really 
well organised during the 
delivery and install process, 
the furniture looks fantastic 
and is very flexible and 
practical to use.”

CREATE AN 
ENVIRONMENT 
WHERE PEOPLE CAN 
CHOOSE HOW AND 
WHERE THEY WORK.

C A S E  S T U D Y

B
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REAL-WORLD 
STEM 
LEARNING 
The SMR Innovation Centre  
at Desborough College

A dynamic space 
designed to enable 
blended STEM learning

ne school seizing this 

gauntlet is Desborough 

College, an ambitious and 

high-achieving secondary academy 

in Maidenhead, whose ethos 

encourages its students to enjoy, 

compete and achieve, both inside and 

outside the classroom. Desborough’s 

approach to STEM is to blend science, 

technology, engineering and maths 

to enable students to apply scientific 

methods to everyday life. Desborough 

students learn computational thinking 

and focus on real world applications 

of problem solving. 

A standard school science lab 

doesn’t easily lend itself to this highly 

engaging style of learning, so head 

of DT and STEM leader, Aine Kelleher, 

took matters into her own hands. 

A disused food tech room was ripe 

for reinvention so, after winning a 

grant from local education trust, 

The Spoore, Merry and Rixman 

foundation, the school contacted 

Spaceoasis® to help them transform 

it into The SMR Innovation Centre. 

From floor to ceiling we completely 

refurbished the entire space, working 

with the existing architecture to 

deliver a zoned STEM learning space 

agile enough to adapt to a wide 

variety of tasks and learning styles. 

The importance of spaces like the 

SMR Innovation Centre was given 

the official nod when Prime Minister 

Theresa May visited in February 2018 

and talked with students about cutting 

edge technology and its applications. 

The STEM skills shortage is reported to be 
costing the UK economy £1.5bn a year as 
employers struggle to recruit people with the right 
qualifications in science, technolog y, engineering and 
maths. With STEM roles expected to double in the next 
ten years, as the technological revolution continues 
apace, it’s crucial that we bridge this gap.

“Our new STEM facility has brought with 
it so many opportunities for teacher 
development and student led learning,” 
commented Head of STEM, Aine Kelleher. 
“We have been able to deliver programming 
and robotics workshops, welcome STEM 
ambassadors from many disciplines and 
engage with local schools with the new 
facility. We have also delivered 3D printing 
workshops to our students and local 
primary students, and used the room to 
train our own and local teachers. The space 
has helped us to develop our collaborative 
learning in the classroom and allowed 
students to open their imagination and make 
learning exciting. It has been a really exciting 
time here with STEM at Desborough.”

TEACHERS AND STUDENTS 
WHO USE THE SMR 
INNOVATION CENTRE WERE 
ASKED IN A SURVEY TO 
SHARE THEIR THOUGHTS 
ON THE SPACE…

C A S E  S T U D Y

The student feedback was equally 

positive. One said, “Being able to plan 
on nearly every surface and make 
presentations that can be seen by 
people just walking around is something 
new and more modern. This room 
makes you work harder as you really 
enjoy using the new items. I am also 
impressed at how well the room looks 
and works a year on, we really look 
after this space 
because we 
value it.”

And one student who had psychology lessons in 

the SMR Innovation Centre commented, “I enjoyed 
the whiteboard tables and walls, I thought it was a 
really useful and enjoyable method of taking notes. 
I also like the big screen at the front of the room. 
It’s a change from the normal classroom. It is 
modern and you are able to do different things.”

Another student remarked, 
“Good technology and 
awesome opportunities. 
The 3D printers and laser 
cutter are good, but the white 
boards are a great idea for 
all subjects and lessons.” »

O
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REAL-WORLD STEM LEARNING 
The SMR Innovation Centre  
at Desborough College

We really look after this space 
because we value it.”“ZONE #1

Collaborate

With dry-wipe LearningSurface® walls on three 

sides, a large central LearningSurface® table 

with ceiling-mounted projector above (which 

can project content from devices onto the table’s 

surface) and Lobe stools upholstered in vinyl, this 

is a space where students can work together in 

small or larger groups. 

Although open to the rest of the studio on 

one side, this ‘nook’ has walls on three sides 

creating an immersive environment, perfect 

for brainstorms and problem-solving. The 

LearningSurface® dry-wipe table and walls 

enable students to sketch and scribe their 

thoughts and ideas, while the projector facilitates 

access to any content they may need. 

ZONE #4
Reflect

A quiet space where students can go to 

think, work independently or have one-

to-ones with their teacher. In the SMR 

Innovation Centre the Reflect zone was 

created out of an old store room and is 

furnished with upholstered Lobe stools 

and bench-style tables. 

The four learning zones are 

complemented by mobile Bite tables 

and Lotus chairs, creating an agile 

environment that can be configured 

according to the task in hand. 

ZONE #3
Gather

This space is perfect for gathering groups for presentation, 

instruction or discussion. The varied height seating of the 

Seminario seating pod (with upholstered seating and tables 

on the inside and high stools around the outer touchdown) 

means everyone can see so the speaker doesn’t have to 

shout to hold their audience’s attention. 

In front of the Seminario pod is a fixed presentation wall 

with an LCD screen that means the blinds can be kept open 

when the screen is in use to maintain light levels, making it 

easier for students to sustain concentration. 

This innovative space consists of four key 
learning zones, with colour-coded f loors to 
define the areas, each designed to enable 
different types of learning:

“ GOOD TECHNOLOGY AND AWESOME OPPORTUNITIES.  
THE 3D PRINTERS AND LASER CUTTER ARE GOOD 
BUT THE WHITE BOARDS ARE A GREAT IDEA FOR ALL 
SUBJECTS AND LESSONS.”

 STUDENT COMMENT

  STUDENT COMMENT

C A S E  S T U D Y

ZONE #2
Explore

This area is designed for hands-on, 

practical discovery and experimentation. 

With colour-coded storage and plenty 

of workbench space, students could 

use this area for building robots, trying 

out some ideas, building prototypes or 

experimenting. 
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Time 
Out

E L I T E  L E A R N I N G

W I T H  T H E  T E A M  G B  

H O C K E Y  S Q U A D

Introducing  
Team GB  

Hockey’s new  
learning space, 

The Cabin… 

As we understand more about 
‘better learning’ the sports world is 
starting to take note. And if it’s better 
learning you’re after, there’s really 
only one person to call. 

Calling the Professor  
of Better Learning

 

When the GB Hockey team 

called Professor Stephen 

Heppell he visited what they 

had identified as their ‘learning 

space’. What he found was not 

what springs to mind when 

we imagine elite Olympic 

athletes, carrying the hopes 

of a nation on their shoulders. 

The GB Hockey learning space 

is a cabin located on their 

Bisham Abbey training ground. 

It was a cluttered, dark space 

with wedding-venue chairs, 

a pull-down projector screen 

and a shopping trolley acting 

as a storage unit for kit. An 

effective space in which to 

fine-tune tactics and strategy 

for international-level sports 

it was not. Athletes didn’t 

want to use it at all. Stephen 

observed, discussed, planned, 

and then called long-standing 

collaborators Spaceoasis® 

with his ideas. Together we 

transformed the space. » 

n elite sport’s search for marginal 
gains, learning has been one of  
the few areas to remain untapped. 

But this is changing. As we understand 
more about ‘better learning’ the sports 
world is starting to take note…

I

Whenever we enjoy a world-class 

sporting event, we are reminded 

of the pressures and joys of elite 

sport; how everything can hinge 

on one hundredth of a second, 

or the half centimetre beyond 

the goalkeeper’s reach. While 

brilliantly-designed kit might net 

you some marginal gains, elite 

sports teams are now looking to 

learning to gain the upper hand. 

The more we know about 

physiology, psychology, nutrition, 

materials science, bio-mechanics 

and beyond, the more complex it 

all becomes, and the more complex 

things are the more surprises crop 

up. Elite athletes need to be able 

to make good decisions rapidly 

in the face of the unexpected, by 

harnessing all that they know and 

using that knowledge effectively. 

When everything you didn’t expect 

gets thrown at you, you need to 

be prepared. And the only way to 

prepare is to learn. 

Team sports in particular are looking to learning  
to gain the upper hand

Better learning:  
how to harness elite 
learning for athletes  
and players

As our understanding of 

the neuroscience and social 

complexity of learning grows, 

it enables us to improve 

learning, to make it more 

engaging, with problems 

solved quicker and better. 

People need to want to learn 

and to be excited by applying 

their learning. Fortunately, 

we know how to make this 

happen: light, temperature, 

humidity and noise all have an 

impact. Movement improves 

cognitive function, ownership 

and collegiality matter, the cues 

and clues of a social moment 

during learning helps our brains 

to retrieve understanding 

rapidly, the role of our coach, 

the way a space can help us 

see the different learning tasks 

on offer, an environment that 

enables collaboration, peer-to-

peer learning and reflection, 

physically touching objects, 

and so much more. The 

aggregation of so many small 

details add up to substantial 

gains on the field of play. Better 

learning helps win medals and 

tournaments.

C A S E  S T U D Y

BEFORE…
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Table top hockey
As well as the pitch on the floor, we also 
designed special graphics for our Bite mobile 
tables with writable LearningSurface® tops: 
a scaled-down blue hockey pitch on the 
table’s surface that can be written on with a 
suspended chalk pen. This enables athletes 
to sit alone or together and sketch out plays. 
Because they are physically writing and 
drawing the moves, working collaboratively, it 
helps further embed the learning.

The big screen
A large wall-mounted flat-screen TV is linked 
to the aerial cameras that record training 
sessions so, while sitting comfortably on the 
tiered seating, everyone has a clear view of 
the recordings so they can review their play. 
Technology has much to offer learning and this 
is a good example of how to harness it to good 
effect. And compared to the dull old projector, 
the bright screens mean learning happens in 
the best light, not in the gloom behind brain-
deadening blinds.

Team seating 
Tiered seating was installed so the team can sit 
together as one, close to the action, rather than 
feeling isolated on separate and distant chairs. 
For the coach, drawing everyone into the 
learning is simple and immediate and the huge 
writeable walls help that too.

Pitch perfect
The GB Hockey coach, Danny Kerry, had 
adapted a Subbuteo set to enable the team 
to act out scenarios. We scaled this up, 
putting a 1/10th scale pitch (in blue, like a 
real hockey pitch) on the floor and designing 
acrylic figures the athletes can move around 
to help visualise, debate and refine their set 
pieces and strategies. Doing helps embed 
what they are learning. 

“…Underpinning his philosophy is a simple tenet: 
Kerry wants to make his athletes ‘scholars of the 
game’. “It’s the concept of peer-to-peer learning 
rather than you as the font of all knowledge, a 
didactic approach.” 
EXTRACT FROM DAILY TELEGRAPH ARTICLE 
“HOCKEY GURU INSPIRES ENGLAND’S SHOT  
AT HISTORY” 2ND FEBRUARY 2018

It is here that the Cabin comes in. A 10m x 4m 

shed by the side of a hockey pitch at Bisham 

Abbey, Kerry is delighted with the impact it has 

had since undergoing a makeover last year which 

was overseen by educationist Professor Stephen 

Heppell. It now features everything from optimised 

lighting and heating levels to that Subbuteo pitch. 

It seems Jones was impressed too. “Five minutes 

after he left I got an email from his PA asking if 

we could send over Stephen’s details and the 

company who built our cabin,” he says. » 

“Scholars of the game”
The refurbished hut (known as The Cabin) has proved a highly effective learning 

environment with players and coaches saying that “time off the pitch is no 

longer wasted”. As reported in the Daily Telegraph on 2nd February 2018, when 

Eddie Jones, the England Rugby team coach and an eclectic seeker of effective 

ideas, came to see what The Cabin was all about he immediately saw the 

potential of Kerry’s innovative approach to coaching. And he saw the results.

“ Time off  
the pitch is  
no longer  
wasted.”



School
Old Elite

Learning

Sitting in rows  
facing the front.  

Individuals.

Tiered team seating  
for immediate engagement. 
Collegiate.

Learning is done to you -  
static, quiet learners absorbing. 

Powerpoint.

Learning is done with you -  
engaged, valued learners.  
Movement and contributions. Data.

Stand and deliver  
coaching from the front.  

Coaches’ laptop on screen.

Peer-to-peer learning, collaboration, 
writable surfaces everywhere, 
multiple points of focus. Everyone’s 
device connects and displays.

Do the best version  
of what we always did before. 

Make learning consistent.

Look to the science of learning, of 
cognition - seek to aggregate marginal 
gains. Keep making learning better.

You know what to  
expect when you arrive.  

This is the learning bit.

Include surprise and challenge -  
facing the unexpected with  
ingenuity and deep knowledge.

Dark, hot, closed room  
awash with CO2,  

conventional soporific seating. 
Collaborate at coffee break.

Bright, light, oxygen-rich room, kinetic 
seating, standing opportunities, multiple 
points of focus, collaboration expected. 
Refreshments on the fly.

W H I C H  O N E  A R E  YO U ?
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Lights! 
The original hut was dark and cluttered. The 
microtechnology in Dulux Light and Space 
paint along with light-coloured flooring enables 
light to bounce off the hard surfaces making it 
a bright, welcoming, effective learning space. 

Celebrating success

Motivation is crucial when it comes to learning. 

Reminding learners, elite athletes included, of 

prior achievements reinforces the reason you’re 

there and why you’re working so hard. Digital 

wall-mounted photo frames share pictures 

of past success alongside the current team. 

Membership and ‘us-ness’ really matter.

SIMON HICK 
MANAGING DIRECTOR, SPACEOASIS®

“We talk a lot about form 
following function and this 
unique space is designed to 
enable exactly what these 
athletes need to do in this space: 
learn from each other, learn  
in a physical way and in  
an environment that shows  
they are valued and celebrates 
their achievements.”

Simon Hick, Managing Director  

of Spaceoasis® commented, “What 

this project shows is how effectively 

learning can be enhanced when you 

carefully consider the environment.” 

Professor Stephen Heppell concludes, 

“When an idea propagates in a viral 

way, you know it’s a good one! For 

me it is unthinkable that any serious 

sports nation would be without a 

major learning strand, properly funded 

to support their elite athletes. Our 

competitors need to be able to cope 

with the unexpected, when everything 

they didn’t anticipate gets thrown at 

them. When they are under pressure 

the only way to prepare is through 

elite-level learning. This stuff works!” 
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BACKGROUND IMAGE: OUTSIDE SPACE – AND 
STUNNING ALPINE VIEWS – ARE ACCESSIBLE  
IN EACH AREA OF THE CENTRE FOR ENQUIRY. 

Aiglon College
T H E  C E N T R E  F O R  E N Q U I R Y

Gathering Views
When we visited the school and 

met some of the students, we were 

struck by how much they enjoyed 

their location, high in the Swiss Alps, 

and the stunning views from the 

balcony. They said they’d like to be 

able to curl up on the balcony with 

a hot chocolate and a good book, 

enjoying fresh air and the beautiful 

mountain outlook. All three of the 

zones in the Centre for Enquiry have 

access to outside space and not just 

because the students like it: physical 

movement and being in a natural 

environment are both proven to 

boost cognitive performance. The 

school had considered extending the 

library into the space occupied by the 

balcony but its benefits to learning 

and the students’ reaction convinced 

them otherwise. 

he new library at Aiglon College, the highly-
regarded Swiss international boarding school,  
is an expression of one of the school’s Guiding 

Principles, which encourages its students to be ‘inquisitive 
and motivated learners, able to reach an understanding  
of the world around them through rigorous and critical 
thinking and the acquisition of a strong body of knowledge’. 

T
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C A S E  S T U D Y

01Quiet Study Space
A defined area with tiered seating and individual tables 

where you might find a sixth former working on an 

extended project for their IB, a group gathering for a 

plenary session or, for example, a presentation from a 

visiting author or guest. The mobile tiered seating can 

be moved in order to subdivide the space, or to create a 

tightly focused arena for presentations or readings. This 

space also has mobile LearningSurface® Bite tables with 

flip tops so they can be nested to the side to create clear 

space. This is an area where students can move around, 

choosing how and where they want to work. » 

TOP:  
TIERED SEATING PROVIDES A PLACE 
WHERE STUDENTS CAN GATHER FOR 
PRESENTATIONS OR DEBATE. 
LEFT, ABOVE AND BELOW:  
AGILE BITE TABLES WITH 
LEARNINGSURFACE® MEAN STUDENTS 
CAN WORK ALONE OR COLLABORATIVELY, 
RECONFIGURING THE FURNITURE TO SUIT.

Located in the heart of the school, sandwiched 
between two floors of learning spaces, the Centre  
for Enquiry has three main zones designed to  
support different types of learning.

T H E  T H R E E  K E Y  Z O N E S  O F  
T H E  C E N T R E  F O R  E N Q U I R Y

The construction of a new 

building presented an opportunity 

to redefine the role of the library 

within Aiglon College. The 

teaching staff wanted to bring it 

firmly into the heart of the school, 

creating a space that was open, 

inviting, supporting and included 

a makerspace. From its original 

modest quarters across the road 

from the main campus, the library 

now occupies a whole floor of a 

Swiss chalet-style teaching block 

right in the centre of the school. 

The Centre for Enquiry, as the 

new space is known, marks the 

evolution of the library from 

somewhere you might go to 

borrow a book to an expansive 

hub of learning; an engaging, 

interactive, social space where 

you create, as well as acquire, 

knowledge. With social zones, 

a café area, a fully equipped 

makerspace and tiered seating 

where groups can gather, 

it’s a paradigm shift from the 

traditional library concept.
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0302Main Library
At the heart of the Centre for Enquiry, you find a zone replete with 

books and nooks for reading, where you can enjoy some alone time. 

Rather than a librarian looming, sentry-like, at the entrance, the 

Centre for Enquiry runs on a trust system and students check out 

their own books. Support is at hand but in a more relaxed, ambient 

supervisory fashion. Rather than owning fixed territory, staff use 

trolleys as mobile, personal storage units and move them to  

wherever they wish to work. A central tucked away storage area 

provides space for storing and processing books. 

One side of this zone has study booths and tub chairs, it’s a 

sophisticated, grown-up study space reserved for the sixth-form  

and feels like a first class aircraft cabin. Opposite, is the café area  

where you’ll find books on travel, cookery and graphic novels;  

with comfortable sofas and coffee tables this is a relaxed and  

social space. 

Makerspace
At the opposite end of the library 

to the quiet study zone is the 

makerspace, which is where the 

hands-on exploration and self-

directed, practical learning happens. 

On one side you’ll find 3D printers, 

workbenches, green screen and 

ceiling-mounted power with pull-

down cables complemented by 

soft seating and tiered seating (for 

instruction and demonstrations) 

with book storage in the back. The 

opposite side is dedicated to paper: 

printers, cutting mats, tools for 

laminating, collating and binding 

plus recycling bins. 

The central area of the 

makerspace zone is a clear space 

for demonstrating your creations, 

with a chalkboard paint floor so you 

can measure how far your elastic 

band car / paper plane / robot gets. 

In this space the balcony could act 

as a drop zone for experiments 

involving gravity. 

Books still play a key role in 

the Centre for Enquiry, but the 

collection has been streamlined 

(students can request books 

from the archive if they are not 

on the shelves) to free up space 

for knowledge, creation and 

exploration. The result is a place 

where students feel welcome, 

where they have the freedom to 

explore, experiment and learn in a 

way that suits them. And if they just 

need some thinking time, there are 

quiet spaces, comfortable chairs 

and places to sit and reflect.  

TOP RIGHT: THE LIBRARY  
CAFÉ SPACE PROVIDES 
OPPORTUNITY FOR STAFF 
AND STUDENTS TO INTERACT.
ABOVE: STUDY BOOTHS  
PROVIDE SMALL AREAS OF 
PRIVACY FOR FOCUSED WORK. 
RIGHT: THE PRINCIPLES OF 
‘ZONING’ ARE KEY TO THE  
CENTRE FOR ENQUIRY’S 
SUCCESS.

“Having the café space in the 
library, where students and staff 
bump into each other and chat, 
has been transformational in 
terms of relationships.”
NICOLA SPARROW 
DEPUTY HEAD, AIGLON COLLEGE

“When we were commissioning the design 
for the Centre for Enquiry, other companies 
gave us what we thought we wanted. 
Spaceoasis® gave us what we actually needed.” 
EILEEN RAY - LEAD LIBRARIAN, AIGLON COLLEGE

MAKERSPACE ZONE:  
THE ‘UNFINISHED’ 
WORKSHOP-LIKE AESTHETIC 
OF THE WORKBENCHES 
ENCOURAGES EXPLORATION 
AND EXPERIMENTATION. 
CEILING-MOUNTED POWER 
CORDS MEAN YOU’RE NOT 
RESTRICTED BY THE LOCATION 
OF PLUG SOCKETS AND CAN 
RECONFIGURE THE FURNITURE 
TO SUIT THE LESSON. 
TIERED SEATING PROVIDES 
A GATHERING SPACE FOR 
INSTRUCTION AND DISCUSSION.

C A S E  S T U D Y



“PEOPLE WOULD FAR RATHER COME INTO 
A WARM, HOMELY ENVIRONMENT THAT 
IS COMFORTABLE AND INVITING – IT’S 
HUMAN NATURE, NOT ROCKET SCIENCE.”
  ANNABEL BATES 
TEACHER AND EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANT

Exceeding 
Expectations:
W H Y  L E A R N I N G  E N V I R O N M E N T S 

F O R  A L T E R N A T I V E  P R O V I S I O N 

N E E D  T O  C H A N G E . 

upil Referral Units (PRUs) and Alternative Provision are in the spotlight 
as exclusions in English schools rise and more pupils are being pushed 
out of mainstream education. Children who attend schools outside of 

the mainstream generally do so because they have complex social and emotional 

needs that cannot be met in a regular school, which often leads to environments 

designed to cope with ‘behaviour’ rather than focusing on their needs. What you 

end up with are places that are purely functional and somewhat dispiriting, that 

betray a lack of belief in the young people who attend them. This needs to change. 

Teacher and Educational Consultant, Annabel Bates, has worked extensively in 

non-mainstream schools. She explains why environments are so important, “We 

all feel and work better in nice environments. We should be creating the nicest 

environments for those who face the greatest challenges and have the furthest to 

travel in their learning; spaces that nurture them and show they are valued. People 

would far rather come into a warm, homely environment that is comfortable and 

inviting – it’s human nature, not rocket science. If you create the right environment 

and get the kids involved in looking after it the incidents drop through the floor. 

I’ve worked in schools where we had pot plants, pianos, paintings on the wall 

– just like you’d have at home – and the difference it makes is extraordinary.” 

Over the last year or so we’ve been working with a number of PRUs - and 

mainstream schools working hard to enable children with additional needs 

to stay within their learning community - to look at how their environments 

might evolve so that they play an active role in helping meet the needs of 

all students, and their teachers, enabling them to learn more effectively and 

enjoy being at school. 

“What I rapidly came to understand, spending time with children and staff 

in alternative provision settings, was that it’s absolutely not the children’s 

fault that they are there,” explains learning spaces designer, James Clarke 

of Spaceoasis®. “They are not ‘naughty kids’. They are children facing 

enormous challenges who have been let down because most mainstream 

schools simply don’t have the tools or the environment to support them.  

I feel very strongly that good design can help create a beautiful environment 

that helps these children feel valued and supported. The ideas here are, 

I hope, aesthetically lovely as well as practical. Furniture in any school 

environment has to be good quality, tough enough to withstand the 

inevitable knocks and scuffs, and alternative provision is no different.  

What I hope is different is that these ideas could make a child who is  

having a tough time feel that someone really cares.”

Here we share some of James’s ideas. 

Our physical environment influences 

how we feel and how we behave. The 

reason people prefer light, spacious 

environments, fresh air and natural 

materials is because we are hardwired 

to respond to good design and 

naturalistic environments. The sense 

of calm people experience in natural 

spaces is an innate, human response. 

Over the last 30 years, neuroscience 

has figured out more about how 

our sensory processes work and 

can accurately predict how we 

will respond when presented with 

certain environmental cues. We 

wanted to explore how to harness 

this knowledge and apply it to 

PRUs to help pupils manage their 

feelings and behaviour so they 

can focus on learning. 

01 A PLACE OF SANCTUARY 
If it all gets too much, or 

if a teacher feels a child 

needs some time away, it 

might help if they could go 

to a sanctuary space. This 

is a room with naturalistic 

elements to create a calming 

environment. Neuroscience 

research has shown that 

natural environments have a 

calming effect that improves 

cognitive performance, so 

this room is replete with 

naturalistic finishes. The back 

wall is a mural of lavender 

fields, the floor cushions 

look like pebbles but they 

are manufactured from soft 

felt, and the floor itself is 

astroturf which is tactile, you 

can stroke it while sitting on 

it. This is a space with no hard 

corners or loose furniture so 

it’s a safe space, designed 

to help reduce stress and 

anxiety, that looks beautiful. 

There is a temptation to 

regard this kind of space 

as a ‘therapy’ room, but it’s 

important not to use labels 

with potentially negative 

connotations or to dictate 

how this kind of space is 

used. While it may be used 

for therapy, it could also be a 

‘chill out’ room, a relaxation, 

meditation or mindfulness 

space. By labelling it a 

‘therapy’ room you run the 

risk of children not wanting 

to use it because of the 

potential stigma attached to 

being ‘in therapy’. » 

P
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THE NEUROSCIENCE BEHIND 
WHY ENVIRONMENTS MATTER

01



04
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07 AESTHETICS MATTER
For people who have been excluded from mainstream 

education, being in a learning environment that doesn’t 

look the same as a normal school can help, because it’s 

less likely to trigger learned responses to an environment 

where they struggled. A PRU environment doesn’t need to 

look or feel ‘institutional’, in fact it’s even more important 

to create a welcoming space people actively enjoy, to 

encourage attendance. Being in an attractive environment 

makes pupils feel good about themselves and positive 

about coming to school. 

02 KEEPING IT CASUAL 
If you’re feeling edgy or wound up the last thing you want to do is sit 

formally in a four-legged chair, you need to pace, fidget or slouch. This 

informal seating area includes upholstered stools that you can sit on or 

even lie across, toadstools for perching on and a Ewe-Sit sheep stool 

that is tactile and fun. This area is for when teachers 

need a less formal space that feels more relaxed. 

03 OFF THE SCALE 
Children often find it hard to articulate 

their feelings, they don’t have the vocabulary or 

the experience to explain what they are feeling or why so 

they scream or act out instead. Some children find it hard to regulate 

their feelings, their emotions simply overwhelm them and they don’t know 

what to do. Rather than expecting someone to talk when they are in the middle 

of a storm, what if they could stand somewhere that indicates their emotional 

state? A simple scale on the floor where one end is ‘I’m feeling fine’ gradually 

moves up the emotional register until at the top it is ‘I need immediate support’, 

so if a child is standing at that end of the scale you know immediate intervention 

is required. Children can be encouraged, upon arrival or at set points during the 

day, to ‘check in’ their emotional state so staff know who is feeling vulnerable and 

may need additional support. When it’s not being used for gauging how people 

are feeling, the number line makes a great learning resource for maths or for 

measuring how far your science experiment’s elastic band car can travel. 

05 DINING IN 
Eating together is one of the best ways to 

develop social skills and to build relationships. 

These dining booths with fixed leather-

upholstered seating and D-end tables enable 

pupils and staff to enjoy a meal together and 

can also be used for one-to-one chats or small 

group work. For children with chaotic home 

lives this may be the only time they sit down at 

a table and eat with other people. For teachers, 

having an informal dining space provides 

somewhere for interaction that feels relaxed and 

social, which may encourage a deeper level of 

conversation that wouldn’t take place in a more 

formal setting. Leather upholstery may seem 

extravagant but it’s incredibly hard-wearing 

and means nice spaces don’t become tatty. If 

spaces are allowed to become ‘tatty’ they, and 

the people using them, feel neglected which 

reinforces negative feelings. It’s very important 

to keep spaces looking and feeling fresh and 

‘cared for’. 

04 SAFE SPACE
Children like dens, tents and enclosed spaces because they make them 

feel safe. If they are feeling scared (even if that fear is expressed as anger) 

it can help to give them a snug, safe space for them to retreat to. Providing 

somewhere enclosed, that feels safe but is still easily visible to staff is tricky, 

so we added graphics to the underside of the dining booth tables to create 

a retreat space that feels private but is open to the shared area. You could 

choose different graphics for each table such as a sky, stars, a leaf canopy – 

images that are natural and soothing work well here. 

06 SAFE SEAT 
On occasions it may be necessary for two staff to sit with 

a student and hold them until they are calm enough to 

safely return to the class. The Safe Seat is designed to 

accommodate three people snugly so there is little room 

for manoeuvre, with a high back to prevent tipping and a 

small gap between the bottom of the seat and the floor 

so that it can’t be levered over with a foot. While the seat 

has been designed with functionality in mind it looks like 

a stylish piece of furniture that people would be happy 

to use under normal circumstances so there is no stigma 

attached to it. 

‘I FEEL VERY STRONGLY THAT RESPECTFUL DESIGN CAN 
HELP CREATE A BEAUTIFUL ENVIRONMENT THAT HELPS 

THESE CHILDREN FEEL VALUED AND SUPPORTED.”
  JAMES CLARKE  SPACEOASIS®
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ith washing lines adorned with paintings and pictures 
criss-crossing the classroom, work stuck on the 

windows and walls and a Wendy house in amongst 

all the toys and resources, the reception classrooms at St Mary’s 

Church of England, Pulborough would have been a familiar sight to 

anyone who has been in a primary school recently. But Headteacher, 

Sam Copus, knew that this environment wasn’t as effective as it 

could be at supporting learning. 

After hearing a talk by Professor Stephen Heppell, Sam started 

researching how to create the optimal space for learning. Working 

with James Clarke at Spaceoasis® and drawing on Stephen Heppell’s 

advice, Sam created a calm, nurturing space that works as well for 

teachers as it does for the children. 

“We had a lot of walls, and wanted a bigger space that was much 

more collaborative, so children could work with their counterparts 

from the other class and teachers could also work together. We 

felt that a dynamic space where movement is encouraged, where 

there are loads of different spaces in which to learn, would be much 

more effective. Ultimately we wanted to take advantage of every 

element of the space to give the children the best possible learning 

experience,” explains Sam. 

The first step was to partially knock down the wall between the 

classrooms, creating an archway in the middle with a double 

door that can be closed if needed – although that rarely happens. 

It was the first step towards a more open plan, collaborative style 

of learning. »

How one school transformed dark, 
cluttered classrooms into a light, 
bright learning space that works 
for every child…

ST  M A RY ’ S  C H U R C H  O F  E N G L A N D,  P U L B O R O U G H

CHILDREN ENJOYING SOME QUIET TIME 
IN A LEARNITURE® LITTLE RETREAT
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Explore
ZONE

Gather
ZONE

Reflect
ZONE

Working with Sam, using mood 
boards to explore various ideas, 
James designed a dynamic 
space featuring several distinct 
zones that support different 
types of learning activity: 

GATHER ZONE
Where children can gather around the LED screen (unlike 

projectors, this type of screen can be used in bright light, 

without the need to pull the curtains, sending everyone to 

sleep) for presentation and discussion. Two varied height 

Lobe sofas from Spaceoasis® flank a green carpet with the 

screen as the focal point. 

COLLABORATE ZONE
Where working together is made easy with agile furniture 

and writable surfaces, including Smile tables and a Heppell 

Bench, both from Learniture®, which can be used as tiered 

seating or varied height worksurfaces. 

REFLECT ZONE 

A space where children can go if they need some quiet 

time. Retreat pods from Learniture®, sister company to 

Spaceoasis®, provide a comfortable space for reading 

or one-to-one conversations. A Little Retreat, a wooden 

Wendy house with writable-surface roof and cushions and 

cuddly toys inside, creates the perfect snug for those in 

need of a little personal space. 

EXPLORE ZONE 

A breakout space for sand and water play, that also 

houses a PC for exploring online resources. 

ZONING IN

Collaborate
ZONE
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The natural look 

As a Forest School, St Mary’s puts great emphasis on 

learning outdoors, so the colour scheme for the classroom 

is natural wood floors, green and white. Nature has a 

calming effect and cognitive performance improves in 

naturalistic environments so bringing these elements 

into a learning space makes perfect sense. 

Getting more light into the space was also a high priority 

as poor light levels make it difficult to concentrate and 

learn. The old classrooms were very dark, not helped by 

the clutter and the use of windows as display boards, so 

everything was taken out as part of a radical decluttering. 

Brighter lighting was installed along with white Dulux 

Light and Space paint on the walls to bounce light back 

into the room.

In another move to reduce clutter and increase the  

agility of the space, chairs were taken out and Turn & 

Learn stools, from Learniture® (image, top right), were 

brought in. These ergonomic stools enable learners to 

sit comfortably while fidgeting if necessary and can be 

stored underneath the tables to get them out of the way.

 

A space where any lesson can work
The resulting space has been very well received by the 

pupils, teachers, parents and even a visiting Bishop! 

“It’s calmer, it’s a really nurturing space where the children 

settle quickly but in different spaces, they each find their 

niche,” said Sam Copus. “One child goes straight into the 

Wendy house every time he comes in but that’s great – 

that’s where he wants to be now and in time he’ll choose 

a different spot. The children can choose where, or even 

if, they sit – it’s up to them, so it’s a space where anyone 

can learn because each individual can decide what 

works for them.”

Teachers also enjoy working in the space because 

whatever idea they come up with, they can make it 

happen because it’s agile and responsive. They also 

enjoy working together, sharing ideas and being part 

of a team. 

Sam explains, “There has been a huge improvement 

in staff morale. One really experienced teacher said it 

has given her a new lease of life, she can’t believe the 

difference it makes. Even though it was hard getting 

used to having so much stuff in storage – they have 

adapted brilliantly. There are a lot more conversations 

around assessment and more learning comes out of 

that. There is a great sense of flow and of camaraderie, 

and an atmosphere of respect, patience and kindness.” 

The children have also adopted a no-shoes policy, 

wearing slippers while they are in the learning space. 

It’s more comfortable and makes it a more informal 

space – somewhere they can all learn, together but 

in their own way. 

“It’s calmer, it’s a really nurturing space 
where the children settle quickly but in 
different spaces, they each find their niche.”
SAM COPUS - HEADTEACHER, ST MARY’S CHURCH OF ENGLAND, PULBOROUGH
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Your Special Issues of CREATE 
magazine have been produced  
to help give you further insight  
in to specific areas of learning - 
scan the QR Code above or visit
spaceoasis.com/learning-spaces


